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INTRODUCTION
'Then I was in Junior Hi^h School at Perkins Institution
for the Blind, Mr. Henry Richards, son of Mrs. Laura S.
Richards, came to speak to us about once a yeer. Hi^ visit
came usually on Founder* s Day. Thi<= particular yeqr Mr.
Richards did not say much about the founding of the school.
He began to talk about a poet he knew who came from Gardiner,
Maine. I heard the name—Ech.in ^.rlinpton Robinson—but it
called up no recollections. After I had listened' to a few
poems, I became curious to read more of this Robinson.
Mr. Richards read some of the short poems—the kind with an
unavoidable punch like"Richard Cory" and "Reuben Bright".
The number of Robinson* s poems in Braille was small, so I
had to find people who were interested in reading Robinson
so that I could hear the rest of the poetry in print. Fot
«bout a year after the first flash of interest, I became
discouraged. Some of Robinson's most famous poems puzzled me
Gradually, hov.ever, I began to grasp the implication of his
poetry. As my interest and understanding for Robinson
increased , I bpgan to think of writing something about him.
This thesis is the puny result of that wish.
I suppose I have another purpose besides satisfying my
own cesire. I have been coming to believe th- t character
poetry is the type that takes the greatest hold on the
world
—
perhaps not in the age in which it is written but

through the long posterity which follows. Robinson* s work
in this field seemed worthy of examination to me because
he has tried to continue the great tradition of character
poetry. Any other purposes in writing this thesis v ill
appear in the body of the work.
I would like to mention that all the biographical
references in the first chapter are from the biography of
Robinson by Hermanrt TTftgcdarn,
•
CHAPTER I
LIFE AND BACKGROUND
Edward Robinson and his wife had two "boys, Dean and
Herman. No more children were wanted. However, in 1869,
it became evident to Mrs. Robinson that whether she wanted
to or not, she was going to present her husband another
child.
On December 22, 1869, in Head Tide, Maine, Edwin
Robinson was born. The family was looKing half-heartedly
for a middle name for the boy, and when a distant relet ive
with a queer sense of humor, from Arlington, Massachusetts,
suggested that the Robinsons bestow on Edwin the name of that
esteemed town, for some strange reason they accepted the
suggestion. So a poet was born, the world not changed, and
nobody the wiser for it.
Throughout his childhood the family was kind to Edwin,
but there was little manifestation of real affection. He
had to find most of his happiness with friends and neigh-
bors. Besides, Dean was twelve years older and Herman was
five years older than he, and they could not be expected to
be interested in the same things the youngster was. However,
Dean took some interest in his young brother, particularly
after Edwin was ten. Dean saw some of his own sensitivity
in the boy and encouraged him to read and observe all he
could.
>
The first notable and unpleasant event in Robinson's
life occurred after the family moved to Gardiner. Edwin was
still attending grade school. One of his teachers, becoming
irritated with some rather natural, boyish inattention, struck
him with the back of her hand just behxnd tne ear. Earaches
followed, and later on doctors found that part of the ear
was destroyed. Many years later it was feared by some doctors
that the dangerous condition of the ear would affect Robin-
son's brain and kill him, but treatment saved his life
althougn it did not stop the periodic attacks of sharp pain.
in his high school cays, Robinson's friendships with
Smith and Gledhill and a few others proved important because
of the letters which Robinson wrote to them after his depart-
ure from Gardiner. Both Smith and Gledhill left Gardiner
before Robinson, but the correspondence in those early days
is not quite so important except wnen it snows Robinson's
impatience with the town and tne standards of success.
After he was graduated from high school, Robinson was
confronted with the problem or wnat he would do. up to this
time he seems to have dreamed of being a poet, but he had
written little poetry which would convince any human being
of normal intelligence that he was going to be a poet. He had
the largest part in the composition of a rather inappropriate
1
class poem, according to nagedorn, the graduation audience
1 ricrmamHagedorn, Edwin Arlington Robinson u*ew York:
The kacmillan <jo., 193&), Chapter iV.
II
may not nave taken too well to the ever present irony in the
poem. Rooinson had written a Tew other poems, but he received
little encouragement to continue from either his family or
his fellow townsmen. Most 01 them had tne idea that success
was measured in the size of a man's "business and his account
at the banK. The Robinson family had been one of the more
well-to-do families of Gardiner, but their fortune was
dwindling away. About this time in 1887, Dean was a country
doctor and nerman was trying to keep the family business
going. However, Dean became addicted to a drug which he had
begun to take to keep up his physical strength. Herman was
failing in business and eventually be^an to drink heavily.
Tne burden of seeping the family together, therefore, fell
on Edwin, but there seemed little that he Knew how to do
except write. Robinson T s father was dead, and ins mother
died not very long after. With disaster bearing down upon
the family, it was up to Edwin to make a decision.
During these disturbing years in Gardiner, nobmson
made tne acquaintance of Dr. a. t. ochumann. Schumann prided
himself on being somewhat of a poet, ne ground out countless
ballades, vilanelles, rondelles, sonnets, etc., holding to
the exact forms but seldom showing any tendency to worry
about the thought in his poems. He was valuable to Robinson
only because he encouraged him to write poetry and urged him
especially to practice writing in the difficult forms like
the vilanelle etc. To this friendship Rooinson dedicated
f1
nis "uallade of hro^en Flutes."
In dreams I crossed a "barren land,
A land of ruin far away,
Around me hung on every hand
A deathful stillness of decay;
And silent as in bleak dismay
That song should thus forsaken be,
On that forgotten ground there lay
Ine broken flutes of Arcady.
Envoi
So, Rock, l join the common fray,
To fight where Mammon may decree;
And leave to crumble as they may
The broken flutes of Arcady.
2
Before Robinson left Gardiner, he met Mrs. Laura E.
Richards. She encouraged Robinson to write and managed to
make him feel a little like one of her family. Later, "Isaac
and Archibald" was dedicated to her.
in 1891, Robinson entered Harvard. Into this enterprise
he put what little money his father was able to leave him in
his will. Robinson studied at Harvard two years and returned
to Gardiner in 1893 • He had been able to publish only the
"Vilanelle of Change" and the sonnet "Supremacy" in one of
the harvard magazines, wow began the long struggle for
puolication and recognition. The magazines were not receptive
because they had their stock of poets. Besides, it was
doubtful if this fellow Robinson would improve sales. it
seemed to Robinson that the magazines would publish anything
if it did not contain the dangerous quality of thought. Per*
haps his troubles with magazines brought him to write the
2 E. A. R. , Children of the flight (New York; The Mac-
millan Co., 1927), p. 9

sonnet which cries:
for a poet ...
To put these little sonnet men to flight
Who fashion, in a shrewd mechanic way,
Songs without souls, that flicker for a day,
To vanish in irrevocable night. 3
In I896, "The Torrent and the Night Before," an unimoos-
ing collection of ooems, was privately printed. In 1897,
Children of the. Ni^ht was puslished. In Gardiner, the general
feeling seemed to be that young Edwin Robinson had better
give up this nonsense of writing and find some n.ore sensible
way of keeping the Robinsons from ending up in the poor-house.
Robinson expresses his feelings on this subject very clearly
in the sonnet "Dear Friends."
Dear friends, repraach me not for what I do,
Nor counsel me, nor pity me; nor say
That I am wearing half my life away
For bubble-work that only fools pursue.
And if my bubbles be too sup 11 for you,
Blow bigger then your own: the games we play
To fill the frittered minutes of a day,
Good glasses are to read the 3pirit through.
And whoso reads may get him some shrewd skill,
And some unprofitable scorn resign,
To praise the very thing that he deplores..
So friends, (dear friends), remember if you will
The shame I win for singing is all mine.
The gold I miss for dreaming is all yours. 4
In 1897, Robinson went to New York. There he began to
make a number of friends, but he had little success earning
a living. Among his new friends were Alfred Louis, a far-
traveled, well-educated Jew, whose character and experience
3 Ibid ., p. 38
4 Ibid .. P. 19

as a sort of philosopher and vagabond seem to have furnished
some of the material for "Captain Craig." Also he met William
Vaughan Moody and Ridgeley Torrence, the poets, and Daniel
Gregory Mason, the well-known writer of critical musical
history. As the years passed he made many other friends,
but they are too numerous to mention.
While working on "Captain Craig", which was first called
"The Pauper", and other poems, Robinson tried various things
to earn a living, including Journalism, hack writing. He
tried to get some kind of position at Harvard, and did hold
a clerical job for a short time. At lest Robinson had to get
a job as time keeper in the New York subway which was under
construction. He got along all right with the workmen, but he
hated the Job. The bad air, the mud, the walking up and down
tired him out so that he had little time for work. Meanwhile,
in spite of everything a few poems got into various magazines,
and "Captain Craig" was published in 1902. The book did not
sell; the critics were unimpressed; recognition was no nearer.
In 1904, Theodore Roosevelt read Children of the Night
and tried to find out more about Robinson. Eventually he got
in touch with Edwin, and after an exchange of letters which
developed into a scattery correspondence, President Roosevelt
arranged for Robinson to receive a clerkship in the New York
Customs Office, which the poet held for nearly five years.
During the period in which he was time keeper in the
subway Robinson got into the habit of drinking too much

whiskey and he did not seem able to break the habit during
the tenure of his clerkship. Some of his friends who were
worried abotf, him tried to persuade the poet to go to Peter-
borough, New Hampshire, the site of the McDowell colony for
artists. Robinson had a strong prejudice against colonies
for artists, and it was not easy to persuade him to try a sum-
mer of life in one of them. Therefore, after the publication
of The Town Down the River , in 1910, Robinson reluctantly
decided to give Peterborough a trial. After that Robinson
spent most of his summers there for more than twenty years.
Mrs. McDowell saw to it that things should suit him and was
instrumental in arranging for some of the happiest days in
Robinson* s life. Besides his summers in New Hampshire,
Robinson spent a few weeks in the year with his sister-in-law,
Emmaj, and her children in Gardiner. The winters were passed in
New York. The publication of the Man Against the Sky , in 1916,
brought him more friends but no more money. The books which
followed were Merlin
, 1917, The Three Taverns, 1920, Lancelot ,
192Q, Avon* s Harvest , 1921, Roman sartholow , 1922, The Man Who
Died Twice
, 1924, Dionysius in Doub t, 1925, and Tristram , 1927.
Tristram brought financial success, in fact, it is one
of the few great poems which has ever attained the rank of a
best seller. For some reason--perhaps tne overdue response
of the public— Robinson began to turn out an annual book, each
of which sold very well for poetry. i\iow that he had money the
tt
poet was afraid that he would not have enough to see him
through until his death, and he worked harder than was neces-
sary. In quiet succession came Cavender ' s House, The olory
or the ^i r,htingales , Matthias at tne Door, i^icodemus , Talifer ,
Amaranth, and King Jasper , the proof of which Robinson read
on his deathbed in a New lork hospital.
Over the last few years of his Hie the poet's health
grew steadily worse, and finally he was taxen to the hospital
in New iork. It w: s found that there was a growth in his
pancreas. An operation was impossible. Robinson died in
April, 1935 in his sixty- sixth year.
If spiritual, physical, and financial suffering contri-
bute to poetry, tnen Robinson w<^s a rich man. For forty years
he struggled for recognition, his two brothers were failures,
and he was denied the normal fulfillment or the desires for
marriage and a home. The solace which may enrich his poetry
came i rom his rriends, his summers at Peterborough, and the
few weeks in the year with his nephews and niece—Emma's
children. These facts and other events in this brief sum-
mary of his life may furnish a background to Robinson's poetry
and help to indicate material used and influences.
Evidence of Robinson's reading is, of course, found in
his poetry, but other information on the subject can be fuund
mostly in letters which are hard to get hold of except througn
fragmentary quotations in nagedorn's biography and an edition
or selected letters by Gledhill. it is obviuus tnat Robinson
II
1
had a foundation in the jDiDle because he came from old ^ew
England stock, wore specific evidence is found in the poems
on tfibiicai subjects, some of which are: "Lazarus 1 ', Three
xaverns", and "Aicodemus". Evidence or » re*uin& and appre-
ciation of the merits of Dio&ens appear in the kind or names
Kobinson often gave to his characters, such as: Bewick Finzer,
Miniver Cheevey, neuben Bright, Cliff Klingenhagen, Calveriy,
i.efringwell, ulavering, etc. More particularly the character-
ization of Aaron otarke has a Dickens flavor.
Withal a meager man was Aaron Btarke,
Cursed, and unKempt, shrewd, shriveled, and morose.
A miser was he, with a miser's nose,
And eyes like little dollars in the dark.
nis thin, pinched mouth was notning but a mark;
And when he spoke tnere came like sulien blows
Through scattered fangs a few snarled wurds and close
As if a cur were chary of its bark.
(jlad fur the murmur of his hard renown,
Year after year he shambled through the town,
A loveless exile moving with a staff;
And oftentimes tnere crept into his ears
a sound of alien pity, touched with tears,—
And then (and only then) did Aaron laugh. 5
Tne resemblance to Luckens lies perhaps only in the fantastic
description, for the rest of the poem has a calculated touch
which seems a little alien to Uxcken;-,.
.drowning deserves a paragraph in this catalogue, because
in a mild way he had an influence. Robinson took over tne
form or the dramatic monologue, examples of which are Three
Taverns" and "Rembrandt to Kembrandt". ±n his monologues
5 xbid , , p. 24
(t
10.
Drowning tried to attain to some objectivity, but Kobmson
does not always succeed as well in this direction. ±n
"Kembrandt to nembrandt" particularly KemDrandt r s duubts
6
about himself seem also Robinson's doubts. 1 do not mean
this as a handicap to Robinson because we may be too close
to the poet ! s life to Judge adequately how nearly autobio-
graphical his reflections are in the mouth of Rembrandt. In
much of his work with character it is certain that Robinson
drew certain ideas from the u-reek anthology. The brief
character poems spoken sometimes by the character and at other
times by tne author are a large and important part of Robin-
son's work, oome or his sonnets and a few of the slightly
longer poems give us glimpses of a character which suggest
Judgments about the character's life. in a later chapter
a comparison of some of the Robinson shorter poems with the
"Variations of ureek Themes" which Robinson translated from the
Greek anthology will show this influence more clearly. In
some of the short poems he has tried to dare even more than the
Greek anthology. In "The growth of 1 Lorraine"" and "The woman
and the Wife" he has compressed life stories into a series of
two sonnets each.
Robinson tiled his hand at dialogues like "Genevieve and
Alexandra" and "London Bridge". ihen there are character
poems which deal with particular situations like "The Book of
Anandale", and "Late Summer". One of his most unusual dramatic
6 E. A. R. , avon 1 s narvest (new x ork: The Macmillan Co.,
1927), pp. 62-73

11.
poems, "The Man Who Died Twice", published in 1924, is a study
oi a man's soul which Marlowe, the narrator in some of Joseph
Conrad's tales, might have been fond of, because of its
minuteness and intensity of impression, it is possible but
not probable that Robinson may have gleanec, some of the
technical ideas for this poem rrom Sonrad.
in his use of verse f^rms Robinson did not attempt to be
inventive. He was satisfied with the Petrarchian sonnet form,
blank verse, and other conventional rhyme schemes. In some
or his early poetry we find ballaaes, vilanelles <?nd other
complex French forms, but the simpler forms proved : ore con-
genial to Rooinson's decorative taste. Throughout the ooetry 1
the rhetoric is plain and severe. Seldom is there a phrase
which could be called florid or full of sound and fury. There
is always precision of jhrase rather than richness. The rich-
ness is found in the meaning and the implication and sugges-
tion which the plain words of the phrase contain. Robinson,
in short, is artistically economical and ruthlessly tears
away any kind of flourish with words which is not essential,
i might also call him a verbal ascetic because of his sim-
plicity of phrase, which is most striking in his continual
and discreet use of telling passages which are series of mon-
osyllables. Perhaps the sonnet, "The Clerks", is one of the
most remarkable examples of this type of phrasing.
I did not think that I should find them there
When I came back again; but there they stood,
I
As in the days they dreamed of when young blood
Was In their cheeks and women called them fair. 7
Here are thirty-eight words and only two of them have more
than one syllable.
It may be said briefly that Robinson's imagery leans
towards the ear. This no doubt was done by design, "^ossibly
he does this as a reaction to the too great emphasis on the
visual sense found in much American poetry of his tire.
Witness, for example, the poetry of Amy Lowell and Eza?a Pound.
Any detailed attempt to explain Robinson's reasons for his
ear-mindedness would be purely conjectural. Two brief example^
will be sufficient for the purposes of this psper to illus-
trate imogery.
THE DARK HILLS
Dark hills at evening in the west,
Where sunset hovers like a sound
Cf golden horns that sang to rest
Old bones of warriors under ground,
Far now from all the bannered ways
Where flash the legions of the sun,
You fade-~as if the last days
Were fading and all f?ars were done. 8
The "sound of golden horns" is like passages written for
braws choir to be played softly. There is a passage from the
, sonnet "Credo" which runs:
And there is not a whisper in the air
Of any living voice but one so far
That I can hear it only ss a bar
Of lost, imperial music, played when fair
And angel fingers wove, and unaware,
Dead leaves to garlands where no roses are. 9
7 E. A. R. , Children of the Night, p. 31
8 E. A. R. , Three Taverns (N. Y. : The Macmillan Co., 1927)
P. 15.
9 E. A. R. , Children of the Nif:ht, p. 40
((
13,
The places where Robinson gathered his character material
seem fairly definite, "but not many of the actual people on
which he based some of his characters can "be definitely
placed. The four places at which he stayed long enough to
gather material are Gardiner, New ¥ork, Peterborough, and
Cambridge in his years at Harvard. Although they are certain-
ly not exact reproductions of the originals in his poetry,
"Tilbury Town" represents Gardiner, and "The Town Down the
River" has the fascination of New York. Wiether the poet
does it consciously or not, I suspect that in the metropolis
he created for his people in his mind, the Town Down the
River became a suburb of Tilbury Town, for many of the people
whom Robinson dug up would seem to come from New York and he
transported them to Tilbury Town. Notable among these is
Captain Craig, who is based somewhat on Alfred Louis.
One of the Tilbury Town characters can be quite definite-
ly placed. Mr. Sedgwick Plumber was a rich man of Gardiner.
Unknown to many of the townspeople except as a polite gentle-
man when he walked abroad, not many of them knew when his for-
tune was lost. He continued his gentlemanly appearance, but
each night came to the back of the leading hotel to receive
a basket of food from the charitable proprietor. Later he
committed suicide. Both "Richard Cory" and "Bewick Finzer"
could have been made from Mr. Plumber. Cory, the gentleman
who committed suicide, and Finzer, who came for the pittance
(
"like an old mistake". 10
The philosophical considerations attached to success
and failure were one of the chief problems in Robinson's
poetry. Possibly the failures in his own family—his brothers
Dean and Herman, his own struggle of forty years for recogni-
tion—made him consider more carefully the question of what
euecess and failure are. His characters are always trying to
find the light which no doubt stands for truth and real suc-
cess. However, it seems that most of them seek false lights
in money or unsuccessful marriages. Robinson does not say
that all marriages are unsuccessful, but he is very pre-
occupied with the unsuccessful ones. This is evident in
"London Bridge", "The Woman and the Wife", "The Unforgivetf',
etc. Robinson hangs on to the faith that there must be mean-
ing in life in spite of the mismanagement of life which he
points out in his poetry. There is meaning in God and "the
light". However, as he says: "Men are little children trying
11
to spell God with the wrong blocks." But Robinson's philos-
ophy and its problems are considerations ior the next chapter.
It may be stated now that Robinson sets forth certain philo-
sophical ideas and problems in some poems and points them up
more specifically in concrete character illustrations in other
poems.
10 E.A.R., The Man Against the Sky ( New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1927), p. 85
11 Herman Hagedorn, Edwin Arlington Robinson
, p. 112
(1
CHAPTER II
PHILOSOPHY
Many of Robinson's critics have accused him of a bitter
pessemism. They say that he has condemned the world as a
prison from which man is struggling to escape. I suppose the
reason for such a conclusion on the part of estimable critics
is the bitterness of some of the characters in Robinson's poetry
Automatically the bitterness of some of these characters was
transferred to the author himself. Those critics wno have
reasoned in this manner have misunderstood Robinson. A few
of the more notable critics and scholars like Van Doren, Cestre,
and Perry recognized this misunderstanding from the first.
They realized that Robinson took a critical attitude toward
man, his nature and nature around him. He was not an extremist
«|
Like Frost he refused to belong to any of the modern schools
of poetry. He kept aloof from the aesthetes, the naturalists,
and those people who were at the opposite extreme— the writers,
ministers, and teachers who still kept God and man in efficient
pigeon-holes. The orthodox religionist would claim that Rob-
inson had no faith in either God or man. The aesthetes would
find him too moral, too traditional in his form of thought
and composition. The poetic reporters found Robinson wanting
because he was much too unenthusiastic either to paint
America as the land of milk and honey or to damn it wholly
because the world is in chaos and nothing can be done about it.
<
Robinson, because he had a strong critical intellect, coull
not attach himself to a school of modern thought. He chose
rather to break his own ground. He couid not wholly accept
the old order into which he waa bcrn, for he began to see that
itB traditional ideas both good and bad were being uprooted.
The old world refused to make changes wnich would do it good;
therefore, it was being torn down indiscriminately. Robinson
believed that the artists of the reaction were just revolting
too violently without evolving much that was constructive.
Art to the rebels was sometimes a vehicle of escape or
futility or scientific reporting.
In spite of doubts, fears, and depressions, Robinson's
yearning for faith and his questioning nature of intellect
would not let him accept the idea that the world was meant
only for chaos which grew more evident with every passing day.
Early in his career as a poet Robinson expressed rather elo-
quently his doubts and rears and a faith which struggled for
existence in spite of the lack of satisfactory answers to
certain social and metaphysical questions. ±n the sonnet
"The Altar" the poet has a disturbing dream. In the last six
lines he condemns the world and is agitated and awakes to
find himself plunging toward some end which he must believe to
be good in spite of all evidence to the contrary.
"Alasi" i said— "Tne world is in the wrong."
Dut the same quenchless fever or unrest
That thrilled the foremost of that martyred throng
t
Thrilled me; ana i awoKe and was the same,
bewildered insect plunging for the rlame
That burns, and must burn somehow for the best. 1
in his "uredo w RoDinson expresses bluntly his feeling of being
philosopnically lost. let he hangs on to the idea that there
are light and truth somewhere in time to come.
l cannot find my way J ihere is no star
in all the shrouded heavens anywhere;
and there is not a whisper in the air
Of any living voice but one so iar
ihat x can hear it uniy as a bar
uf lost, imperial music, played .vnen fair
And angel fingers wove, and unaware,
Dead leaves to garlands where no roses are.
ino, there is not a glimmer, not a cell,
jjrdr one tnat welcomes, welcomes wnen he fears,
The black and awful chaos of the night;
For through it all--above, beyond it all
—
I know the far-sent message of the years;
i reel tne coming glory of the light. 2
An the third of a group of three quatrains Robinson seems to
reply to those romantic souls wno must have perfection or
the world w ill be a terrible place. it is a simple bit of
advice. He must resign ourselves to rlaws. This does not
mean, however, that we must stop wonting to improve our
status as human beings.
.Ve cannot crown ourselves with every tiling,
wor can we coax the rates for us to quarrel;
wo matter what we are, or what we sing,
Time finds a withered leaf in every laurel. 3
Too many people find iaith futile with the first bump.
1 E. A. K. , children or the night , p. 36
2 xbid
. , p. 4-0
3 i^. R. , "Tnree quatrains", Children of the jNxgnt , p. 5
]1
as KoDixi3on matured artistically nls faith Decame more
sure; he believed emphatically in an ultimate truth which he
never quite darea to define rully—most artists don't—but
he found that few people recognize the real attempts to find
truth from those fashionable attempts which merely snatch at
passing illusions, xn a sonnet which is apparently a tribute
to George Crabbe, Kobinson stys:
whether or not we read him, we can feel
from time to time the vi&or of nis name
Against us like a finger for the shame
And emptiness of what our souls reveal
m books that are as altars where we kneel
To consecrate the flicker, not the flame. 4
Robinson while strengthening these fundamental convictions
was looking for a philosophy or a. general problem of philosopny
wnich, if analyzed critically through character, could point
out flaws in the individual and society and by implication
teach what attitudes and actions on the part of the individual
and society will correct the flaws. The problem chosen was
the philosophy of success and failure. Exceptional judgments
on this problem have, of course, been made; out in Kobinson s
period as now tnere seemed to be two general divisions of
thought on the problem. One part of society believed that a
man is successful if he can amass wealth or hold great power
and responsibility. If he can hold a job and support a family,
he will pass inspection, but he will not be called successful
except by his poorer, less important, envious neighbors. A
4 ibid., p. 39
I
failure is a man who remains an unhappy pauper whether he tries
to advance himself or the community or sits at home doing
nothing. The other great part holds that man can do nothing
about his failure or success anyway. This group is represented
by mechanis"^ cynics, and pessemists of all kinds. Some say
man may struggle, but he must submit; others, man might as
well not try for there is no use. He is nothing but a speck
in the universe with no will of his own. If he opposes the
mysterious mechanics of the universe, he will fail inevitably.
Robinson found strong representations of the first,
division in both Gardiner and new xork, particularly when he
sought to publish any poems. The second he founa among some
scientists and among leading English and American figures
in poetry, the number of which moaners increased daring and
after the first World War. Robinson, like Frost, Coffin, and
a few others, refused to accept these points of view. The
aesthetes put up a negative kind of resistance by taking up
escapism.
Robinson found that success could be synonymous with
happiness if both depended upon truth which is best illustrated
in a useful life. A useful life contributes to the community.
Besides furthering community interests, a man who lives a
fruitful life is happy in the fundamental relationships of
one individual to another, e.g. marriage etc. In short,
success to Robinson seems to consist of living well and richly.
Often we cannot tell whether a man's life is successful until
i
he has died, for then only can we look back and examine his
life fully. Even after his life is examined, it is not
always certain whether it has achieved or failed. However,
if a man has lived successfully, it does not follow th-- 1 he
has arrived at an ultimate truth like God or immortality
during his life. A philosopher may have faith that the man
will attain both after death, but he cannot expect the man t
be able to solve the riddle of the universe. Many men live
lives of achievement without being conscious that they may
be contributing to the finding of ultimate human, eithlcal,
and religious truth.
Failure like success cannot be determined by formula.
The examination of success, the coneept of success in Robin-
son's poetry, his shown that success may be what some men
consider failure. It is dangerous, therefore, to be sure
that we ourselves have attained success, for the achievement
may be only an illusion of success. Some men are complete .
failures but few men if any are completely successful in
their lives. If a man or woman fails in a human relationshi
such as marriage is he or she a failure? That depends very
much upon the character of the individual, and the circum-
stances which surround the failure. Such a person may not
fail because he wishes it, but because of a weakness in his
own character, a lack in another person, and so on. The
causes of partial or complete failure are seemingly illimit-
able. However, if a man who fails has tried to succeed, the
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intelligent spectator to his failure must be sympathetic. The
"bystander should not condemn or exonerate with impunity.
The one type of failure with which Robinson is unsympathe-
tic is the man who is unwilling to try to succeed because he
fears that he cannot succeed completely or that he will fail
just as completely. This feeling may be a result of laziness.
This i s"uncre8 ted failure."
There are a few contradictions to be found to this state-
ment about "uncreated failure". The most notable one is found
in one of the Octaves in which Robinson speaks of "the solen-
5
did shame of uncreated failure." However, these octaves
were really philosophical exercises in which the poet was
toying with ideas and trying to perfect his technique of
expression.
One of Robinson's most interesting studies of possible
success or failure is to found in the narrative, "The Man "lio
Died Twice," published in 1924. Fernando Nash is by all
ordinary standards a failure. He was in nis younger days a
musician and composer of promise, but the bug-bear of self-
indulgence overtook him. He returned to nis musical calling
in a strange way. He became bass drum player in a band for
an organization like the Salvation Army. Strangely Fernando
seems happy in his new capacity. As Fernando is dying, the
narrator of the story seems to see the struggle of Fernando 's
soyl toward completeness and success. The conclusion which
5 E.A.R., The Children or the Night, p. 52
4
Robinson seems to reach in this poem is that Fernando Nash,
even though he returned to music in such a humble and even
ridiculous capacity for a man or his talents, has salvaged his
soul from the wreck. This is not defeat. Fernando * e life
was music. When he fell away from it, his soul died. when
he returned to music so strangely, his soul lived again. Here
Kobinson shows his interest in the idea of death in life. It
is an idea which is easily wurked in with the idealistic
conception of the philosophy of success and failure.
before 1 turn for a brief glance at Robinson's social
and political views, i must speak of Robinson' t strongest
defense of his position of faith as stated in "The Man Against
6
the Sky". This poem does not set out to prove immortality,
the coming of a better world, and the existence of ijod scienti-
fically.
j.n the first stanza of the poem Robinson sets up his
poetic figure. At the top of the hill s ands a. man against
a brilliant sunset which seems to burn the mil and b^the tne
man in fire. As the poem proceeds, Robinson, by likening this
man's climb up the nill anci. his descent on tne other side to
a journey chrough liie, passes in review various types of
thinking wmch are at the root of the conduct of men's lives.
This man on the hill might be any one of these men about
whom Kobinson speculates. The types of thinking v/hich seem to
find that the world is merely a place in which man must be
6 E. A. k. , The x^an against the sky tnew iom: The i^ac-
millan Co., 1927), PP. 93-107
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crusned is cundemned in the poem by showing that seems to
nobinson tne unreasonaoieness or their conclusions. ±n the
fourtn stanza Kobinson pictures for us the man who goes through
life easily, never questioning wnat pain may nave come before
him to iuake his easy. This fellow has a pleasant view of life
and makes no great trouble. xii fact his easy optimism seems
perhaps a little better to Robinson tnan certain other kinds
of thinking he attacks later on in the poem. The stanza ends
witn tnese liaes;
Why trouble him now who sees and hears
wo more than what his innocence requires,
And tnerefore to no other neight aspires
Than one at which ne neither quails not tires? 7
In the next stanza c^me some telling thrusts at all kinds of
irresponsible ana selfish thinking. Possibly the best
specimens are these; this one could be a naturalist and an
introvert with no appreciation of the nature and society
around him.
ne may have had for evil or for good
«o argument; he may have had no care
ror wnat without himself went anywhere
To failure oi» to glory, and leg st of all
For such a stale, flamboyant miracle; fa
nere is an envious fellow at loose ends and tnwarted.
He may have been a player without a part,
Annoyed that even tne sua should have the skies
ror such a flaming way to advertise; 9
nere is the eynic looking like a sieve. ihe reader might plead
7 xbld ., pp. 95-96
fa xbid . . p. 96
9 ibid., pp. 96-97
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with the poet to let up a little on the poor cynic, but the
poet's eloquent scorn is contagious.
ne may have "been a cynic, who now, for all
«*>f anything divine that his effete
negation may have tasted,
Saw truth in his own ink*ge, rather small,
rorbore to fever the ephemeral,
rouna ajny-~ Darren height a good retreat
from an,y swarm iftg street,
*jnd in tne sua saw power superbly wasted: 10
mis cynic may go even further.
ne may have proved a world a sorry thing
in his imagining,
^nd life a. lighted highway to the tomb. 11
There are more interesting figures upon which robins on
speculates, but these few examples will be enough to show
the method of the expository part of the peem. m another
stanza after a brief listing of what this man might be Kobin-
son brings us back to reality and ourselves by a little
summary of the general human journey.
whatever stayed him or derided him,
nis way was even as ours;
^nd we with all our wounds and all our powers,
must each await alone at his own height
Another darkness or another light; 12
rtobinson then asks some challenging questions about one of the
more pessimistic cieterminist views.
ur if unto the last or mese we cleave,
Believing or protesting we believe
j.n such an idle and ephemeral
florescence of the diabolical,—
if, robbed of two fond old enormities,
Our being had no onward auguries,
What then were this great love of ours to say
10 ibid ., p. 97
11 L2£. cii.
12 xbid.
, p. 101
!
if or launching other lives to voyage again
a little farther into time and pam,
a. little faster in a futile chase
for a Kingdom and a power and a race
That would have still in sight
& manifest end of ashes and eternal night 2 13
Then comes a little goading with irony to rub m what seems
to Kobinson the ridiculousness of such a view of the universe.
to this he adds some pertinent advice.
is this the music of the toys we shake
so loud,— as if there m±ght be no mistake
Somewhere in our indomitable Willi
Are we no greater tnan the noise we maJce
Along one blind atomic pilgrimage
..hereon by crass cnance billeted we go
.because our brains and bones and cartilage
will nave it soy
if this we say, tnen let. us all be still
About our share in it, onci live and die
more quietly thereby. 14
in the last stanza or verse paragraph of nearly a hundred
lines, Kobinson continues his cioss-examina tlon of those who
predict a bad end for man. une question Cuncernmg faith and
God is important, particularly because it takes the view that
our idea of uod has cnanged, but that we have not heard the
real and final word.
shall we because Eternity records
Too vast an answer for the time- born words
»«e spell, wnereof so many are dead tiiat once
in our capricious lexicons
Were so alive and finai, near no more
xhe Word itself, the living word
That none alive has ever heard
ur ever spelt,
And few have ever felt
Without the fears and old surrenderings
And terrors tn^t began
13 ibid., p. 102
14 J3id. t pp. 10^-103

nhen veath let fall a feather fvoM nis v<ings
/ind numb leu the first manr 15
The otner questions in tne section are somewhat in the vein
of the questions quoted irom tne previous paragraph, nobin-
son concludes the poem by throwing tne burden of action upon
the pessemists. To put it another way he is forcing the hand
of the negative thinker by proudlng nim mercilessly to the
positive action of bringing on oblivion if ne nas no faith.
if after all that we have lived and thought,
All comes to Nought,—
If there be nothing after Now,
And we be nothing anyhow,
And we know th.-t,—why live?
"Twere sure but weaklings' vain distress
To suffer dungeons where so many doors
Will open on the cold eternal shores
That lock sheer down
To the dark tideless floods of Nothingness
.'here all v.Iio know Kay drown." 16
Robinson's social philosophy is not systematic. He
criticizes and suggests. Democracy of the kind which the
followers of Rousseau dream of is alien to his thinking. In
"Dionysius in Doubt" he speaks of it harshly. Equality of
all men would seem like putting men of different sizes into
one bed and whittling or stretching all of them to a uniform
size to fit the bed. He speaks of democracy and man's ability
to make it work adequately with some doubt, in the two sonnets
called "Demos."
All you that are enamored of my name
And least intent on what most I require,
Beware; for my design and your desire,
15 Ibid . , p. 105
16 Ibid., pp. 106-107
I
Deplorably, are not as yet the same.
Beware, I say, the failure and the shame
Of losing that for which you now aspire
So "blindly, and of hazarding entire
The gift that i was bringing when I came.
Give as I will, I cannot give you sight
Whereby to see that with you there are some
To lead you, and be led. But they are dumb
Before the wrangling and the shrill delight
Of your deliverance, that has not come,
And shall not, if 1 fail you-- as I might. 17
Here is a clear warning against too much democracy. Robinson
verily believes that if the wise voices are not made more
potent than the foolish there will be no democracy at all but
anarchy or worse, an Irresponsible despot. The second sonnet
sets forth an idea similar to that to be found in Matthew
Arnold's essay on "Numbers". It cautions us against the
glamour of equality and speaks of a responsible few who "shall
save the many or the many are to fall— still to be wrangling
18
in a noisy grave". ] Jhomas Jefferson would certainly not
approve. The extremely vital but uncritical Walt Whitman
would be ready to convict Robinson of treason. The first
four lines of the same sonnet which speak somewhat of equality
make a telling observation on human nature in general which
should raise a question in the mind of the too enthusiastic
democrat.
So little have you seen of what awaits
Your fevered glimpse of a democracy
Confused and foiled with an equality
Not equal to the envy it creates, ... 19
20
In a poem, "On the Way", an imaginary dialogue between
17 E. A. R. , The Three Taverns , p. 32
18 Ibid
., p. 33
1Q y,nn- Mt.. 20 Ib id., pp. 37-5 1
<
Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton, Robinson expresses through
Hamilton the "belief in a limited democracy with the responsi-
bility of government resting upon an aristocracy of intellect-
uals, tffnlike Hamilton, however, Robinson does not seem to
wish to protect the man who spends his life accumulating
wealth and property . The man who is too materialistic and
sees profit as the only verity receives a sharp rebuke in
"Cassandra". The theme is stated immediately.
I heard one who said: "Verily,
What word have I for children here?
Your Dollar is your only Word,
The wrath of it your only fear." 21
After expanding on this sentiment awhile the speaker in the
market-place asks a question which applied to the thinking in
America before and during the last war and just as definitely
before this one.
"What lost eclipse of history,
What bivouac of the marching stars,
Has given the sign for you to see
Millenniums and last great wars?" 22
A little later we find a pithy stanza about worshipping sym-
bols—two stanzas in fact.
Your Dollar, Dove, and Eagle make
A Trinity that even you
Rate higher than you rate yourselves;
It pays, it flatters, and its new. 23
The gods of envy, avarice, and fashion are satisfied.
"And though your very flesh and blood
Be what your Eagle eats and drinks,
21 E. A. R. , Man Against the Sky , p. 14
22 Ibid ., p. 15
23 Loc. cit.
*T
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You'll pr&ise him for the best of birds,
Not imowing what the Eagle thinks." 24
The speaker goes on with more embarrassing; questions for both
the average and the intelligent American. The narrator's
parting shot is timely as well as a. justification for the
title of the poem.
. . .No other word
Vv'e caught, but with a laughing crowd
Moved on. None heeded, and few heard. 25
"Amaranth" might be considered a social poem. The painter
who goes to the kingdom wnere all men go who have been in the
wrong profession looks into Amaranth's eyes and finds thr-t he
should De building pumps. The conclusion the reader may rerch
after reading "Amarantn" is that more social planning rnd
vocational guidance would be in order.
There seems to be little necessity of pursuing Robinson's
philosophy any further, for the philosophy we will be concerned
with most from now on is the philosophy of success and failure,
as illustrated in Robinson's characters. There will be
scattered ooservations on ethics as illustrated in the charac-
ters. The word ethics has not been used hitherto in this
chapter, but I thir.k there is no need to give it a separate
section because certain ethiCctl ide-~s -°re imolied in the
primary propositions based on the Robinscnian concent of
success and failure.
24 Ibid.
, p. 15
2^ ibid
. t p. 16
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CHAPTEK III
CHARACTER dTuDaES
uertain or nooxnson't longer poema will be ignored in
tnis cnapter. for example, no analysis of "Captain craig"
will be found, because the poem dues not seem important
enough to he included in a survey of Robinson's character
studies. The poem nas passages of lint philosophical poetry
hut it lacks the sharpness and suggest iveness to be found in
Robinson's shorter puems. The other more notable omissions
are "Roman tsartholow", 1'AVon's narvest", and "The owan nho
Died Twice". Cestre calls "woman uartholowu "a novel in
1
verse. 1 ' although the lines are well- formed, the poem lacks
motion and has an over-aoundante of reflection. Consequently
the characters are obscured by their own thoughts, nobmson
said while the poem was in a state of composition tnat he had
written 800 lines, and so far three men had eaten trout for
breakfast and one of them seemed to be in the attitude of
2
cutting down a tree.
3
nobinson called "Avon's Harvest" a 'dime novel in verse."
rossibly this is a slight exaggeration, but the poem is a
rather implausible study of a man who fears another person
who hates him. everywhere avon goes he is haunted by this
man. Perhaps this idea would be a good one for a horror story,
1. oharles cestre, An Introduction to n
.
u^ew xork:
Tne M&cmillan oo., 1931), Chapter n
2 nermann Hagedorn, .Edwin ^rxington nob inson
, p. 327
3 quoted in .uouls untemeyer, modern American Poetry
!t
I
in prose. 'The Man Nho Died xwice" received in the la»t
chapter all the comment which seemed desirable.
it is perhaps unfortunate that poems liKe "Luke jiavergal"
have become so popular with the average reader of poetry,
wo st readers know Kobinson ror tnese poems perhaps with the
addition of "miniver Cheevey : ' and "'hi chard Gory" and a few
others, it wouid oe mych better if the more mature character
studies like "Flammonde
"
, "The Clinging Vine", "The Unf orgiven"
,
"The -Voman and the Wife", "Leffingwell", etc. could be known.
It would certainly show Robi.ison to better advantage.
it is interesting in approaching the study of character-
in Robinson's poetry to note what an eminent French scholar,
Charles Cestie, and the most noted living American poet,
Robert Frost, think to be Robinson's strongest points of
technique. Cestre admires Robinson's ability to imply much
more than he actually says in his lines. He admires Robin-
4
son's economy in the use of detail. In the best of the poems
there is no material which is not essential. The discrimina-
ting use of irony gives a sting to the poems. This irony is
also useful to deal with unpleasant and sordid subjects. In
fact, dealing with a sordid subject ironiaally brings out its
disgusting quality more sharply than a detailed ex -osition
would, because the reader's imagination—if he has any-- has a
chance to create as seamy a picture as he wishes. Robinson
often uses bits of Scripture to describe sin eloquently.
4 Charles Cestre, An Introduction to E. A.
R
. .
Chapter I

Cestre also points out what any discerning reader of Robinson
should know. The poet has the ability to reveal the comedy
or tragedy of a character by suggestion or imolication,
5
important incidents, etc. In other words Robinson can often
give \eb the whole story of a character without actually
telling it.
Frost calls Robinson "a. master within quotation marks".
He says that Robinson is able to put a great deal of drama
6
into a simple speech of a character. Besides, these little
speeches of the characters tell us much about them as people,
their attitudes, moods, and circumstances, e.g. "The Mill".
This is very authoritative, because he is a master of this
7
art himself. His "Home Burial" is a classic illustration of
this type of writing. Frost revels in Robinson's humor. He
says that only Robinson would have had the humorous audacity
to use the fourth "thought" in describing Miniver Cheevey 1 s
8
mental processes.
Miniver thought, and thought, and thought,
And thought about it. 9
Besides having these qualities which Cestre and Frost point
out Robinson is very sensitive to the psychology of human
5 Ibid . t Chapter I
6 Robert Frost, "New Ways of Being New", an essay
prefacing' King; Jasper , by E.A.R.(N.Y.: The Macmillan Co. ,1935;
7 Robert Frost, Collected .Poems of Robert Frost (New
loTKi Halcyon house, 1942;
8 Robert Frost, Essay , op. cit.
9 E.A.R., The Town Down the River (New York: The Mac-
millan Do., 1927), P. 54

beings in a certain fundamental situations.
it may be said also with Borne certainty that Robinson,
except in nis infrequent moments of being iantastic, deals with
situations which are universal and fundamental. His characters
are not so individualized usually that they depart too much
from universal types which will be recognizable to the common
experience of any intelligent reader. There are perhaps four
technical classes of Robinson's character poems— that is tech-
nical in the sense of poetic form. These are: tne cnaracter
sonnets, the dramatic monologues, the shorter poems in stmzaic
form, and tne medium length poems in blank verse. This does
not classify the poems exactly but loosely.
In his first full length book after the uamohlet, "Tne
10
Torrent and tne wight Before", Robinson introduced a small
number of character poems. As he wrote other books, he increas-
ed the number, perhaps because he thought that character was
the strongest medium for his ideas. The ten to a dozen short
poems which deal with character are not as rich in implication
and drama a& many oi tne later poems. There are exceptions
like "Richard Cory", of which i will speak later, rerhaps a
biief examination or the poems will reveal more particulars
about Robinson's method of characterization and presentation
of situation if there is any. As we analyze the poems in
later books tendencies toward a better and more suggestive
character poem will show. After these particular examinations,
a brief summary of Robinson's development as a writer
10 Privately printed in I896
5i
t
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of character poetry will be in order— independent, of course,
from the consideration of his dealing with the *rthurian
legends which will be dealt witn in the next chapter.
11
"tlohn Evereldown" is modeled after the ballad idea but
does not use ballad meter. xn the first and third stanzas
the man who stands in his door rsks questions and in the
alternate stanzas he is answered by uohn &vereldowm who
stands outside. The one triumph which the poem achieves is .
the ability of the poet to give us the idea of a. lecherous
weakling without going into infinite detail to prove it. We
are convinced of John's immorality without either a homily
or a dull history of nis affairs. We find that he cannot
resist women nc matter if he must walk miles in bad weather
to find them, and this when he is an old man. This is a
partial psychological truth, that an old man is more sensual
in an unpleasant way than his juniors, ne likes to cover
up his tracks. John tells us:
"Right through the forest, where none can see,
There's where i*m going, to Tilbury Town,
ihe men are asleep,— or avvake, maybe,—
.but the women are calling john Evereldown.
Ever and ever they call for me,
^nd while they eail can a man De free*
So right Lnrough the rorest, where none can see,
There's where I'm going, to Tilbury Town." 12
13
"Luke navergal" could be called a sort of dramatic lyric.
A voice speaks to Luke evidently about someone who died whom
11 ii.A.R., unildren of the v>ignt t pp. 1-2
12 ibid., p. 1
13 xbid
. , pp. 3-4
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he loved. Cestre finds an air of mystery about the poem,
perhaps because ftooiiison does not tell the story, and the
reader must reconstruct what story there is from the hints
given, rerhaps the best hint is In the third stanza.
uut of a grave x co,: e to tell you this,
Cut of a. grave 1 come to quench the kiss
That flames upon your forehead with a glow
That blinds you to the way that you must go.
les, there is yet one way to where she is,
fitter, but one that faith may never miss,
uut or a grave l came to tell you this--
to tell you this. 15
Possibly our melancholy friend is contemplating su±cide.
mi "uld story" dbs an illustration wnich shows briefly
but clearly Robinson's philosophical idea that we do not
often icnow a man's value or lack of it until he dies. The
fellow the narrator speaks or is a booster who makes his
friends envious because he advertises them gratis and is
praised for it. wot ice the clear and simple way the idea is
put.
i would have rid the earth of him
unce, in my pride.
I never knew the worth of him until he died. 16
Tinis poem may be contrasted with "oharles onrvilie's Jsyea 1*
which deals with the same idea from another point of view.
Mr. uarville's wurtn is implied in another way. if we follow
his eyes through the poem we have him.
14 uharles uestre, *m introduction to K.jx.h . , onapter II
15 E.A. ft. , Children of the Night
, pp. 3-4-
16 xbid
. , p. 6
t
nis eyes were sorry, but nis mouth was glad. ...
We were out of touch
with all nis whims end all his theories
Till he was dead, so those blank eyes of nis
Might speak tnem. Then we heard them every word. 17
18
^
19
Strangely enough n Keuben aright u and ''Ricnard uory*'
can be classiried togetner. xt may seem strange, for the
situations are different, but the results of the crises in
their lives are essentially the So>me and there is some simila-
rity in the presentation of both characters. Kichard uory
expected to remain a gentleman, and his success depended on
it. Bright, the butcher, heaped all his hopes on his wife
living alwfys. a difference between them is that uory seemed
to pretendi for a time wnile bright gave up immediately after
his wife's deatn. Kight up to the last rdchard Gory ''was
a gentleman from soul to crown;" ... v'ne fluttered pulses when
he said, 'u-ood morning, ' 11 ixne glittered wnen he walked" 1 , rnen
20
one night he "went home and put a bullet through his head".
Reuben aright is less violent, but there is an incident which
is a. contrast to the character's natural life which shows that
he has given up and failed, xhe cause of Kichard Gory ' s action
is not stated, out the reader can certainly infer reasons wnich
would not disagree much with the original intention. neuben
aright 1 s conduct is explained through some of the incidents
—
at least its cause is the loss of ais wife wmcn nis faitn
17 ibid . , p. 27
18 ip_id.
, p. 3b
19 ibid., p. 16
20 Lipc. cit
.
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and perseverance could not stand, ne took cere of the business
of the funeral, put some uf nis wife's tnings away with "cedar
21
boughs" in a chest and "tore down the slaughtemouse", a less
violent way of giving up. m both poems we have just enough
about the characters to type them--uory , the gentleman, and
aright, the nonest butcher, ne learn their weaknesses, and
something about the self in them we cannot see ordinarily until
a sudden event shows us the light". *.1bo we continue the idea
that we really don't know wnether a man's lire is a success or
failure until he dies. Keuben ^right aid not die physically,
but he is going through death in lire.
22 23
"Cliff ^lmgenhagen" ana "^aron ^tarke : ' are type charac-
ters, in Starke's case which V* s quoted in the first cnapter,
he is the typical miser modeled somewnat after a uickens
cnaracter, except tnat in the last few lines ^obmson makes ttee
miser out to be aoout the worst type of man you can imagine,
he laughs at sadness. The character is common enough in books
and the description is vivid, but the indictment is too bald
for the more mature ana subtle nobinson of later booKs. "Cliff
jxlingenhagen' 1 simply tells of a meal had by oliff and his guest
who is the narrator, at the end of which wine and wormwood are
served. Cliff takes the wormwood without giving the guest a
chance to choose. xhen the guest says that he has yet to see
a man as happy as Cliff, oliff is the type or man who can
21 ibid., p. 35
22 -bid
. , p . 2b
23 ibid. , P. 24
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take the fitter taints or life in nis striae; ne is pxetseuted
j.n -a sample m?nner of means of symbols 01 wine ana wormwood.
The last or these Drier character poems to t>e viewed is
"xhe ^tory or the hsnes and Lhe Flame*. This is the earliest
of the poems whicn deal specifically with one problem of
marzlage, wnich will be our subject ror the next few pages.
xh±B particular poem deals with the afflictions of the man in
the case. rie was faithful to « wife wno left h±m often only
to come back. ^.t seems that the ooor fellow cannot stand ofr
her advances wnen sne wishes to come back, bhe uses common-
place enough physical anu pay chulogica 1 weapons, uut ixobj.n-
son's presentation of her technique makes thu noon Interesting
There she waa always coming pretty soon
To fool him b? ck, with penitent scared eyes
That had in them the laughter of the moon
For baffled lovers, and to make him think
—
Before she gave him time enough to wink--
Her kisses were the keys to paradise. 24
He was very gullible to fall victim to such acting repeated
often, but such men are common enough.
The next study of marriage of importance is "The Woman
and the Wife", a pair of sonnets. Here in two short strokes
Robinson implies tne whole story of a love, a marriage, and
the failure of that marriage. Two high moments are enough.
Before the marriage the wife protests that she must not let
this man throw hiir.self away, because the marriage will not
work. Robinson shows us very shrewdly that she has not the
courage of her convictions, for first she declares, "You look
24 Ibid., p. 20
f
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for just one lie to make black white." Thet sums up the
man's psychology, for he is trying to hold on. Then she goes
on reasonably enough:
"But I can tell you only what is true
—
God never made me for the wife of you.
This we can say— 26
Then her courage fails her partially and she pleads instead
of continuing to declare, "Believe met!" me next would make
us think that although she knows it will not work, now, in
order to sooth her own doubts and fears she must make him
agree. "Tell me so." In the second of the sonnets, "The
Anniversary", we see that naturally the man did not agree with
her, and she was weak enough to give in. The marriage is
going on the rocks. At the climax of her monologue the wife
asks a questions which may imply that both of them are sick
of the marriage. "Do you ask me to take moonlight for the
27
sun? "
These marriages which fail, naturally interest Robinson
because of his obsession with the philosophy of success and
failure. In fact the number of successful marriages in Rob-
28
inson's poeips is small. In •'Partnership" the woman
states another side of the problem. The man wishes to move
ahead and there is a tension because both feel a drag some-
25 E.A.R., Captain Craig (New York: The MacmlUan Co.
1927), p. 125
26 Loc. cit
.
27 Ibid., p. 126
28 iPid
. t pp. 169-171
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where. So she says finally, "you to triumph, i to rest."
Perhaps she means death to herself. In the two poems on the
marriage problem so far, the first one showed us a failure
which one partner, the woman, acknowledged oefore it was con-
sumated. "Partnership" is not really as good a poem because
there is not a concrete basis for the failure. We can see
that the man is ambitious an^onan is self-sacrificing and
gives him up, but we are never sure enough that he wishes to
lose her. We may say she is wise. to make the sacrifice but
we can hardly call her life oh marriage successful on this
basis. Perhaos the woman is dying anyway and giving him up
won't make any difference. I am now floundering; the poem
and I are vague. The causes of failures in other marriages
30
are more clear and dramatic. In the "Clinging Vine", the
woman who speaks tells us of another woman who has captured
her mate's fancy, but if we listen to her long enough we see
that, from her lecturing and interpolation of comments, if he
had done so-and-so she would willingly continue to be his, and
the remarks of a scratching cat about the other woman all add
up to a clinging vine.
Be calm! And was I frantic?
You'll have me laughing soon.
I'm calm as this Atlantic,
And quiet as the moon. 31
She protests too much.
29 Ibid., p. 171
30 E.A.R., The Man Against the Sky , pp. 9-13
31 Ibid ., p. 9
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The "Clinging Vine" and "The Woman and the Wife" are
dramatic monologues spoken by the women, the latter in the form
32
of two sonnets. However, "The Unforgiven" is told by the
author and by using one person illustrates a psychological
truth about some women. When this couple married, life was
peaceful. As she loses her beauty, she begins to hate him.
Robinson sums up the situation very well in two lines.
And she the unforgiving, hates him
More for her lack than for her loss. 33
This also implies that his love is gone. Vanity means more
than love to her. The sennet, "If the Lord Would Hake Windows
34
in Heaven", shows another woman whose marriage is a failure
partly because she is always "flaunting an injured instinct
35
for the small". Her husband seems to be trying to advance
philosophically. She fears that if he goes further he will
be beyond her, in his grave.
Successful marriages are few among the poems. Two
36 37
exceptions are "Firelight" and "Vain Gratuities". In the
latter sonnet there is an ugly husband. To the neighbors it
seems strange that the fair woman sticks with him. They say
32 Ibid . . pp. 56-58
33 Ibid . . p. 57
34 E.A.R., Pi onysius in Doubt (New York: The Uacmillan Co.
1927), Po 91
35 Loc. cit .
36 E.A.R., The Three Taverns , p. 92
37 E.A.R. , Avon' s Harvest , p. 52
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that they know why she is slim. She seems to love the man,
according to Robinson. "Firelight" is a picture of a happy
couple who seem happy in their silence before the fire. Love
keeps them unmolested from certain thoughts that might have
disturbed their peace. They seem equally cloaked by love.
Ten years together without yet a cloud,
They seek each other's eyes at intervals
Cf gratefulness to firelight and four walls
For love's obliteration of the crowd.
Serenely and perennially endowed
And bowered as few may be, their joy recalls
No snake, no sword; and over them there rails
The blessing of what neither says aloud.
Wiser for silence, they were not so glad
Were she to read the graven tale of lines
^n the wan face of one somewhere alone;
wor were they more content could he have had
Her thoughts a moment since of one wno shines
Apart, and would be hers if he had known. 38
it seems that there are clouds over even a marriage of quiet
love, and only the power of the love keeps the eyes blind to
the ciouds. xt appears from a study 01 this poem that Robin-
son saw a happy marriage bcsed on sach party accepting the
otner without intruding upon the other's private thoughts.
There must be trust which is mutual and love which needs no
conquest of the individuality or the beloved. The blame for
the unsuccessful marriages in the previous poems falls largely
upon the women. m order we saw the psychology of a woman
who has doubts without the courage to listen to them; the
psychology of vanity, of possessiveness reluctant to loose
its hold though it protests otherwise; and of pettiness.
The psychology of trie clinging vine implies that the clinging
38 E.A.R;, The ihree Taverns, p. 92
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tendencies forced tne man clung to to seek soiace somewhere
else
.
"Lizette and Eileae" is the presentation of another phase
or woman's psychology, lizette 1 s dramatic monolQgue reveals
that sne has lost a Contest in love. Eilene won her men who
is now dead, xt seems again on the surface that tne speaker
has been wronged, for she says, ''There was a word ycu might
39
have So. id, Eilene," whxch means that then oizette might have
won tne man. bhe tells Eilene that sne(Eilene) is dead because
her beauty is gone, and a number of other things which please
perhaps the woman who says them but not the .voman told.
"And after this when i am there
..here he is, you'll be dying still,
xour eyes are dead, ana your black hair,
xhe rest of you be what it will. 40
Lizette continues to heap the blame on Eilene and to talk of
her own pitiable state. ohe throws in a half-hearted for-
giveness, one wonders wny eilene should be sorry after this
tirade.
because a word was never told,
i l m going as a worn toy goes.
And you are dead; and you'll be old;
And x forgive you i suppose.
"i could have Killed you then, eilene." 41
Wouldn't she like to now? Simply and quite objectively
Hobinson has let a frustrated woman present herself blaming
her opponent for her victory, it may be said that in most of
39 E.A.K., The Man Against the sky , p. 76
40 hoc
.
cit
.
41 i.Did. . p. 77
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his dramatic monologues oobinson tries to keep his philosophy
in the background, and when the women are speaking, he seems
to manage very well, uf the masculine dramatic monologue,
"An evangelist's Wife", shows us a woman who is in the right.
There is another woman and uod seems to dp complicating matters,
m David's time poor Michael had to go.
jealous of ti-cdS well; if you like it so. 42
± said oxice before in this chapter that in most of the
unsuccessful marriages about which Kobinson writes the wj man
is to bJame. uut in the monologues when this seems true, we
cannot conclude too certainly that Robinson always held
woman to biame, with the exception i mentioned just now.
These characters convict themselves out or their ovn mouths.
xn the dialogues between a man and a woman and between two
women we have the evidence of the speakers. in "London
43
uridge" for instance, our sympathy swings toward the woman
because of what, she sa;ys ana what hex husband says and does
because or what she says, before the ;oem is over he is ready
to kill her and himself . Perhaps, because or the cnildien,
or because of her lack of courage, or both, she consents to
act the good wife and give up her new i^an. x>erore tnis sne
questions nim about their relations.
44
"Do you see me on your threshold all my lire and there a loner"
42 iL.K.ti., xne lhree Taverns , p. 120
43 ibid . . pp. 64-73
44 +Did
. , p # 66
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Another dialogue, ''Genevieve and Alexandra", is between
two sisters. Genevieve finds her husband "frightening", ne
is seeking comfort in another woman, for u-enevieve seems to
recoil from the intimacies of marriage. Alexandra sums it
up nicely when she says:
x
r m saying also that this man you married
is not a cyclops or a. cannioal
Who means to eat you pretty soon, even though
An alabaster shrine with now and then
a taper burning low, or going out,
is not what he calls home or good religion. 46
who could Dlame the man for leaving nome with such a wifef
The psychological problem of a cold woman and a man with
normal desires having trouble with their marriage is a real
problem, but there is one weakness in Kobinson's presentation
of it. G-enevieve does not speak enough to make the reader
sure that she is what Alexandra says she is. if Alexandra
summed the situation up after a. 'fuller showing of uenevieve 1 s
character, the poem would be more effective.
rerhapa the most dramatic and at the same time most
subtle of tne dialogues is "John u-orham''. wane way land has
more than her fchare of vanity and mutability. John Gorham
ic a sincere lover who has been disillusioned Dy her, and ne
intends to shake himself free, oane knows her position, but
to ease herself perhaps, in a tense situation, she tries to
shirt the insincerity and fickleness to uonn. *ahe is trying
to make her own slate look clean.
45 H.A.R., Dionysius in uoubt, pp. 43-60
46 ibid., p. 4tt
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"Tell me what you're doing over here, oohn uorham
oighing hard and seeming to be sorry when you're no_." 47
Then she makes a polite little threat, trying to bolster her
pride of dismissal.
"Make me laugh or let me go no.v, for long laces in the ir.ccn-
lignt
^re a sign ior me to say again a word th^t you forgot. : 48
The reply is designed to make the patient uncomfortable before
the operation.
"I'm over here to tell you what the moon already
May have said or maybb shouted ever since a year ago;
I'm over here to tell you what you are, Jane Way land,
And to make you rather sorry, I should say, for being so." 49
She threatens dismissal again, trying to frighten him into
not striking the blow.
"Tell me what you're saying to me now, John Gorham,
Or you'll never see as much of me as ribbons any more;
I'll vanish in as many ways as I have toes and flngerjs,
And you'll not follow far for one where flocks have been
before." 50
John tries to tell her of his resolution to get free of her;
she seems a little offended and tries to coax him out of such
firmness. Then comes the stanza which would justify the
existence of the poem even if the rest of the stanzas were
dull. Robinson here has John hadd out the worst kind of
insult to a woman without any vulgarity at all.
You are what it is in at over rose-blown gardens
Makes a pretty flutter for a season in the sun.
47 E.AiR., The Man Against the Sky , p. 17
4o Loc . cit .
49 Loc . cit .
50 Loc. cit.
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You are what it is that with a mouse, J:, ne fayland,
Catches him and lets him go and eats him up for fun." 51
She acts a little hurt, half admits that '.vhat he says is true,
and says she never intended such a thing to happen. She finds
his resolution fixed. She tries to keep her "mouse" within
pouncing distance with the lea that he has not seen the real
woman in her. He just needs to learn how to find her .
"(Von't you ever see me as I am, John Gorham,
Leaving out the foolishness and all I never meant?
Somewhere in me there's a woman, if you know the way to find
her
—
fill you like me any better if I prove it and repent? 52
Robinson words this stanza cleverly enough so that the mere
man cannot be sure of Jane's intention. However, he suspects
guile. This again is good psychology both of character and
reader, for the reader is put into the same situation that
confronts John Gorham. John's last stanza shows us that a
reversal has taken place during the poem. At the beginning
Jane tried to assume the offensive, but before the poem is
over John has the advantage and Jane is left struggling to
no avail. He is cold and final about the situation.
I doubt if I shall ever have the time, Jane fayland
j
And I dare say all this moonlight lying round us might as well
Fall for nothing on the shards of broken firns that are for-
gotten,
As on two that have no longer much of anything to tell." 53
For a reversal to occur in such an example of compression
is amazing, but it would not have been possible to make it
51 Ibid., p. 18
52 Ibid . . pp. 18-19
53 Ibid . , p. 19
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effective unless Robinson could have suggested the trend of
the whcie story which he did not tell.
So far we heve seen marriage dealt with technically
speaking, in the sonnet where the author set forth the
essentials of a story, in a pair of sonnets both of which
were compressed monologues, the longer sustained dramatic
monologue, and the dialogue. One other form remains to be
examined: the poem which examines a situation bj analyzing
the character's psychological processes and states of mind
which brought it about and then possibly relfecting upon
the character and the situation. Such a poem is "Eros
Turannos". We see that the tyrant Love is not a simple
tyrant. He is complicated with fears, doubts, pride, hebit
or tradition, association, etc. In the woman we find a double
fear: the fear of the man and the fear of age.
She fears him and will always ask
Tvhat fated her to choose him;
She meets in his engaging mask
All reasons to refuse him;
But what she meets and what she fears
Are less than all the downward Jiears,
Drawn slowly to the foamless weirs
Of age, were she to lose him. 54
In the next stanza sagacity, love, and pride mix in such a
way that an illusion is created out of the men perhaps to
shake off the fears of the first stanza.
Between a blurred sagacity
That once had power to sound him,
And Love, that will not let him be
The Judas that she found him,
54 Ibid ., p. 47
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Her pride assuages her almost,
As if it were alone the cost. 55
After she has him, then we see the result of this psychologi-
cal muddle.
The falling leaf inaugurates
The reign of her confusion;
The pounding wave reverberates
The dirge of her illusion;
And home where passion lived and died,
Becomes a -l- ce where she can hide, ... 56
Robinson's reflection at the end of the poem is not unkind.
The mixture of emotions and their causes envelops some
people. There seems to be little good or harm we can do by
advising and judging, for these people in such a situation wil
not be governed by what we say but by their own emotions
and motives.
for they
That with a God have striven,
Not hearing much of what we say,
Take what the god has given;
Though like waves breaking it may be,
Or like a changed familiar tree,
Or like a stairway to the sea
Where down the blind are driven. 57
We have now passed over some of the ->oems dealing with
success and failure in marriage. They seem to show that
Robinson felt that a successful marriage is hard to accom-
plish. However, it is not the problem of this paper to
determine why he felt as he did about marriage. Of course,
it may be true that he felt simply tnat unsuccessful
marriages were an interesting problem about which to write.
55 Ibid., p. 47
56 ibid . , o. 48
57 xbid. , p. 49

ht any rate, no matter what Robinson's feelings about marriage
Were, marriage nas detained us long enough. juet us t-rn to
another side of the problem of success and failure.
Success or failure of individuals in life as § whole
preoccupied Koblnson about as much as success or failure in
marriage. In dealing with this phase of tne philosophy of
Kobinson we find thai, he used almust always the same forms
which he used In dealing with marriage. There is the sonnet,
the short poem with simple stanza for^the narrative short
or long in various forms, the dramatic monologue in stanza form
and in blank verse. We have seen that, ^obmson was interested
in success or individuals in lire as a whole fron: the short
poems like "Charles Carville's Eyes" and 'Cliff rvlingenhagen"
.
/mother thing to be observed Defort examining particular
poems is that the division of the poems is more reflective
and less dramatic.
"jLefI'mgwell" is a group of three sonnets in which the
character is just a name given to almost any man you like for
purposes of reflection upon the whole question of success and
failure, in this life or in another, jbeffingwell has died,
and the poet is looking back on his life. Most men who knew
him think him a failure, but Roblndon is less sure of this.
If he was a failure there might be good cause. Leffingwell
is like many. *ve cannot be sure about him. Inerefore, we must
be cautious in judgment.
€
But are we sounding his forlorn affairs
Who brand him parasite and psychophantY 58
iNOt everyone is labeled thus harshly of course, but the
principle oeninci bhe question is sound. >.fter all, Kobinson
had to pick out some name.- to have him called. .Perhaps for
purposes of clarity the stronger the better.)
TThat quiverings in the distance of what light
jnay not have lured him with hlgn promises,
i*nd then gone down?—he may hi ve been deceived;
ne may have lied,—he did; and he believed. 59
ihe second, ; (4uiCKstep", admonishes us to celebrate Leffing-
well's burial with a lively tune, lor he has not lost by
death. The sonnet also contains a sympathetic reflection
winch may be written or many men.
"nis failure- laden years
Told ruin of high price, ihe place was higher." 60
"Requiescat ", the last ox the three, advises us to save our
tears and reasserts Kobinson' s faith in u-od and immortality.
These three sonnets seem to get at the idea that worldly
success is not our most important cuncern.
"Clavering" is a short poem in eight-line stanzas,
nere the character is made a little less general. There is
only enough about ulavering, however, to snow a reason for
his failure, ^obody would call him a really harmful indivi-
dual, out one wonders what would happen to the world if the
majority of people were like him. ulavering seems to be
58 E.A.R., The Town i^own the niver , p. 24
59 j-iQC . cit .
60 loid.
, p. 25
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between two 1'ires. ne understands too many things to be any
of your average tradesmen or politicians, but he cannot grasp
enough to be successful as a philosopher with a vision of a
faith. He seems to be in limbo.
j. Sc.y no more for vlavering
Than x snould say or him who fails
To bring his wounded vessel home
when rert of rudder and or s^ils;
l say no more than 1 should say
uf any other one who sees
Too far for guidance of today,
too near for the eternities. 61
He was always plagued by "the urgings of the unachieved ,, #
Considering nis difficulties of vision, we find that what
Robinson tells us that Glavering did all his life was very
true
.
ne clung to phantoms and to friends,
And never came to anything. 62
">'lamrnonde " is a brier cnaracter study with a few inci-
dents and a few speculations tacked on. i do not say this
disparagingly, for nobinson combines in this poem some serious-
ness with e quiet humourous irony wnich blend -ell when he
uses them. in this poem when the character is not speaking
for himself, Kobinson has to use an interesting style to des-
cribe him. So he uses descriptive phrases uiixch do not give
us a complete picture but- wnich help our imagination to create
a picture ror itself—that is of nis appearance. ftis
assurance, his poxished manners, and his cosmopolitanism
61 xbid., p. 27
62 xbid., p. 29
r
are suggested. There is also an air of mystery v/hxch is an
old idea out still a good ^ne.
The man r lammonue, xrom uod knows where,
With firm addi-ess and foreign a ir,
v.ith news or nations in nis talk
And something royal in his walx,
..itn glint or iron in nis eyes,
nut never doubt, nor yet surprise
appeared, and stayed, and held nxs nead
i-.s one by kings accredited. 63
we learn more in the next stanza of his assurance and ooise,
and how he managed to live.
.erect, with nis alert repose ^very subtle)
About him, and about his clothes,
lie pictured all tradition hears
uf what we owed for fifty yeais.
nis cleansing neritage 01 taste
paraded neither r^a.nt nor waste;
And whrt he needed for his fee
to live, he borrowed gr«ciously. 64
we reed again 01 the mystery about, him. ihen we learn tnat
certain malcontents in the town are Dothered by the' fact that
he can make frienat. vvhere tney cannot. ihen he took an in-
terest in a woman of the town "with a xaded scarlet fringe il
w^icn no one else could understand. By solicit j.ng m^ney t he
started a poor ooy on a oriliiant future. He patcned up a
long- standing feud oetween tvo citizens. j.n short, he did
not fail to do some good, ihen as if nobinson had given us
the parts or a riddle, he asks a thoughtful question.
63 E.A.R., The Man against the oky_, p. 1
0<+ _oc. cit.
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What small satanic sort of kink
Was in his brain? What broken link
Withe Id hin; from the destinies
That pame so near to being his? 65
In other words, what kept hiir. from being a success in the same
way that many other people are successful? He had the equip-
ment, ©durational, end social, to advance,, Robinson then turns
to his reader who may be too serious-minded end object to
such a good-humored sympathetic presentation of S good-natured
but not very energetic fellow. He tells this re- der not to
"nourish an ethical unrest" for
"Rarely, at once, does nature give
The power to be Flammonde, and live. 66
In the last stanza Robinson states an idea similar to one
expressed in "The Man Against the Sky".
"We f ve each a darkening hill to climb," 67
Another interesting narrative dealing with another type
of search for completeness of self or success is "Llewellyn
and the Tree". Llewellyn made a fatal marriage which thwarted
or dwarfed his individuality. Prlscilla, his wife, tore down
all his hopes as he built them up, and for a while he submitted.
This situation could not last. Also Friscilla scolded his
deficiencies. Early in the poem the situation is summed up
thus
:
Could he have made Priscilla. cease
To goad him for what G-od left out,
65 Ibid
. , p. 4
66 Ibid
. , p. 5
67 Loc. cit.
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Llewellyn would hsve been ae mild
As any we have read about. 68
Then came the crisis.
Priscilla, warmer than her name,
And shriller than the sound of saws,
Pursued Llewellyn once too far,
Not knowing quite the man he was. 69
Robinson rather whimsically describes Llewellyn's sudden de-
parture with a scarlet woman. One day about twenty years after
he met Llewellyn on Broadway selling rather inconsequential
merchandise. The woman was gone and Llewellyn was in poverty,
70
and yet he says: "I tried the world and found it good".
His one fling gave him his freedom and knowledge of another
kind of life besides his dull existence back in Tilbury Town.
He goes on to say:
Be calm when you are growing old
And you have nothing else to do;
Pour not the wine of life too thin
If water means the death of you. 71
So Llewellyn speaks the moral to this little story. One may
strain life through a sieve too dedulously and thus fail to
live. The tree in the title of the poem is "the tree of
72
knowledge out of which he fell". Llewellyn may be still
trying to regain the fruits of that knowledge as well as the
tree and be unrepentant of his escapade to the consternation
of all moralists. One could make a homily of the poem, but
68 Ibid., p. 78
69 Ibid . . p. 79
70 Ibid
. ,
p. 82
71 Loc. cit. 72 ibid.
, p. 83
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fortunately Robinson blends whimsy and seriousness so that the
six page narrative has an ease and lack of tension which seems
to bear out the truth of Llewellyn's content with the world.
73
"Bokardo" is a dramatic monologue spoken by a friend
of Bokardo to Bokardo himself. The irony is more on the sar-
castic side. The friend rubs Bokaroi'3 sins in rather h- rd at
first, and then tries to show him that he siiill has a chance
to come through. After all he is still whole. :.Ve learn that
Bokardo was too much interested in coney and didn't mind
"throwing his friends before swine" to get money and have his
way. Evidently, his doing others as he would not have them do
him booma ranged. For he tried to commit suicide and lacked
the courage or else was prevented; I don't know which. Robin-
son does not seem clear on that point, but perhaps it does not
matter. The poem is difficult and somewhat cryptic in its
reflections and is not very dramatic. The character who speaks
reveals little of himself except that he is a philosopher. He
shows us a conscience-striken and disillusioned Bokardo--dis-
illusioned because his ruthless philosophy did not work. The
friend seems to imply that in spite of remorse and the plagues
of conscience, Bokardo still has a chance to grope his way out
of darkness and he gives him some good solid advice in the
last stanza.
There'll be falling into view
Much to rearrange;
And there'll be a time for you
To marvel at the change.
73 Ibid., pp. 87-92
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They that have the least to fear
Question hardest what is here;
When long hidden skies are clear,
The stars look strange.
In other words, Bokardo will be amazed, if he tries, how easily
he will get used to the change, and how the change will he for
the better. Besides, when a man has been failing in darkness
for a long time, light or truth will seen, foreign for awhile.
From these examples we can see quite readily that failure
and success cannot be Completely separated and put down as
opposite categories by individuals or by society. Robinson
seems to say--or ai least I n.ake him say it
—
MA man may do much
in his life that is failure; likewise he may do much which has
the look of success about it. i,et us rerlect upon a man's life
and make our judgments about it shyly".
One of Robinson's Interests which may h* ve been influenced
by browning was his interest in writing poems about people who
actually existed. Among ther.e are seme of the least known of
Robinson's poems, xhree 01 the dramatic monologues in this
group are "The Three Taverns", "John Brown", and "Rembrandt to
75
Remorandt". In "'The xhree Taverns" Paul is on his way to Rome
to appear before Caesar for questioning about his activities in
behalf or the Christians throughout the empire. The title of
the poem is taken from the place where Saint Paul met the
brethren at Apii *'orum and the Three Taverns. The incident
is recorded in Acts, chept. 28, verse 15. raul reviews his
74 ibid . , p. 92
75 E.ft.R. , The Three Taverns , pp. 16-31
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liie to the brethren, and expresses his faith before the
approaching crisis in his life. Most of the poem is based
upon the writings of raul and the speeches recorded in Pets.
There is no direct quotation from the Bible, but Paul's mental
aggressiveness and courage are shown clearly, rhe two similar-
ities to any attitude of Robinson's which may be conjectured
are: first, his conviction that he is dealing with truth
which is eternally and fundamentally sound, but that he be-
lieves the truth with which he deals may be made somewhat
unclear in writing. This is a combination of faith and hum-
ility. .Paul and Kobinson may not believe in exactly the Sr'.me
kind of truth whether human or divine; yet they both have
firm convictions. Both men realize also or rather prophesy
days of confustion created by unthinking and irresponsible
men.
76
"John .drown" is a monologue spoken by him to his wife
probsoly the night before his death. V/e see him as a man
who desires peace, but feels that his work can be completed
only by the shedding of blood. He shows a sincere regard
for his wife and iamily. He seems resigned to his death and
undiaap pointed in his work. He believes that he has not
failed, ne expects that the work he hi s started is too far
along to be left unfinished, iherefoie, we conclude that he
exoects his success to come after death.
77
The last of these three poems, "Rembrandt to hembrandt",
76 xbid.
, pp. 52-60
77 E.A.K., ^von 1 s harvest, pp. 62-76

llKe "«jonn crown" considers success and failure, rrom the
poem we learn that KemDrandt tins fallen upon bad days with the
critics of pointing and also with himself, ne is wrestling
with self-dissatisfaction, without analyzing the poem tho-
roughly in this paper, 1 can say only that the poem is r good
job at sensible self-dissection. There is bitterness in
Kembrandt ' s soliloquy, but he aoes not let tne strength of his
bitterness quite overcome . him. ^mon^ his speculations is the
one which bothers many artists—posterity.
Another of these ooems which is a short story in ooetry
78
rather than a monologue is "Lazarus", crowning had been
interested in the miraculous side of this story as viewed by
an unbeliever, tne ^rab physician, hliarshish. Robinson was
interested in the little sentence in the u-osoel which appears
just before the account of the actual miracle of Lazarus 1
resurrection. Tne sentence is: "And Jesus wept". Robinson
tries to make clear in the poem the reason for such a sentence,
ne shows us an unhappy Lazarus, and his sisters are worried
aoout it. both Mary and Martha find that Lazarus is sorry
that he had to return to earth. He does not berate them for
it. it seems then that uesus knew that Lazarus would be un-
happy, but he was moved with compassion for Mary and Martha,
besides, Lazarus tells his sisters that the miracle was pro-
phesied in Scripture and had to be fulfilled. The poem
reaches an intensity whicn crowning could not attain with his
version or the story.
78 E.A.R., ihe j.hree x averns, pp. 123-136
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it may be well now to select a few other miscellaneous
poems from the rest of nobinson's character poetry just to
have a few examples or ^oems which are not quite so directly
connected with tne usual trend in j^cb in son's philosophy.
79
Let us look at "Old j\ing uole" with his pipe and his
bowl, living in Tilbury Town with neighbors who pass awful
jud£ment upon the old man's two sons, alexia and Fvander. ih
two are thieves and liars and their end is unquestioned, me
old man never complains of his lot, dug seems to take life
without resentment. Done by some poets this stury might ooze
with proper sentiments r>nd maKe dull reading, out aobmson
adopts a meter with a certain rhythm wmch seems to shake
any possibility of heavy sentiment out of the poem, .besides,
there is Just enough irony in tne lines to give tne poem a
tang. These points may be illustrated by quoting two stanzas
The world went on, their fame went on,
And they went on--from bad to worse;
Till goaded hot with nothing done,
And each accoutred with a curse,
The friends of Old King Cole, by twos,
And fours, and sevens, and elevens,
Pronounced unalterable views
Of doings that were not of Heaven* s.
And having learned again whereby
Their baleful zeal had come about,
King Cole met many a wrathful eye
So kindly that its wrath went out
—
Or partly out. Say what they would,
He seemed the more to court their candour;
But never Lold what kind of good
Was in Alexis and Evander. 80
79 E.A.R. , The Man Against the Sky , pp. 25-28
80 Ibid., p. 26
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I spcke of irony. It might be well to qualify this by saying
that it is softer than irony. Cell it rather a sympathetic
tone into which humor may creep to prevent useless tears.
"Mr. Flood* s Party" shows Robinson at his best. There is
a seeming absudity to Mr. Flood's conversation with himself
and his offering himself drinks in the hill above Tilbury Town.
Yet this humorous dialogue of a lonely old man which turns
into song for a moment is really a lonely old men trying to
be jocular in his reminiscence, but finding it hard not to cry
because his memories are not realities. All his old friends
are gone. Mark the blend of feelings in such a passage.
"well, Mr. Flood, we have the harvest li.oon
Again, and we may not have many more;
The bird is on the wing, the poet says,
And you and I have said it here before.
Drink to the bird." He raised up to the light
The jug that he had gone so far to fill,
And answered huskily; "Well,, Mr.- Flood,
Since you propose it, I believe I will."
Alone, as if enduring to the end
A valiant armor of scarred hopes outworn,
He stood there in the middle of the road
Like Roland's ghost winding a silent horn.
Below him in the town among the trees,
YiTiere friends of other days had honored hirr,
A phantom salutation of the dead
Rang thinly till old Eben's eyes were dim. 81
"The Mill" has been mentioned before in the section of
the chapter which spoke of Frost's essay which was a preface
to "King Jasper". The poem is stark and compressed. What
emotion there is in it of the author himself he has ruthlessly
drained. The reader's sense of .tragedy and horror are inten-
sified by a slight film of mystery mixed with a kind of state*
81 E.A.R. tAvon's Harvest, pp. 47-48

ment which first records ordinary details of the scene, and
without saying it outright, slips in the fact of the miller's
suicide so that it comes to the reader first as something the
wife saw without saying that it was the miller. Her own
suicide is not described. Here Robinson observes the old
principle of Greek tragedy that there should be no violent
action on the stage. The poem runs thus:
The miller's wife hed waited long,
The tea was cold, the fire was dead;
And there might yet be nothing wrong
In how he went and what he said: .
"There are no millers any more";
Was all that she had heard him say;
And he had lingered at the door
So long thi t it seemed yesterday.-
Sick with a fear that had no form
She knew that she was there at last;
And in the mill there wa3 a warm
And -mealy fragrance of the past.
What else there was would only seem
To say again what he had meant;
And what was hanging from a beam
Would not have heeded where she went. 82
Notice the implication of his suicide; then its confirmation.
And if she thought it followed her,
She may have reasoned in the dark
That one way of the few there were
Would hide her and would leave no mark:
Black water, smooth above the weir
Like starry velvet in the night,
Though ruffled once, would soon appear
The same as ever to the sight. 83
Each piece fits together like a well-built house.
There is a vast number of poems which have not been men-
tioned here because of time and space, and proportion. The
82 E.A.R., The Three Taverns
, p. 13
83 Ibid . , pp. 13-14

chapter is already too diffuse. Among the missing are such
important poems as "Isaac and Archibald", a humorous poem
with the quiet countryside atmosphere of a pastoral. A boy
is with two old men who when they have been alone with him
have seen their growing old not in themselves but in each
other. There are poems which discuss mother love, its satis-
faction and lack of it, like "The (lift of God" and "Aunt
Imogen"; there are poems about people who ?re made to be cer-
tain types by their circumstances like the "Poor Relation".
There are miscellaneous sonnets which have not been discussed.
However, a summary must bring us to the end of a long road.
We found that in Children of the Ni^ht , Robinson starteu
by laying nearly all his cards or interest on the table. How-
ever, his playing of the cards was somewhat inexperienced
though interesting and often very good. '7e srw the quaint
modification of the ballad idea in "John Evereldown" and "Luke
Havergal", the caricature type like "Aaron btarke", the clear,
sharp, not implausible sketches of "Richard Cory and ^Reuben
bright ", the sonnet which is a flash of the author's reflection
on a character, like *Cliff Klingenhagen" and "Charles Car-
ville's Eyes". These last tiiree groupings are like lean out
admirable skeletons. We look for the meat tu grow on to the
firm bones. We do this because if Robinson had presented
nothing out these sketches throughout his poetic career, we
would have consigned him to the class of poets which secure
the space for one or two poems m some anthology, ^ne other
E.A.R. , captain Craig , pp. 86-104
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variety or poem was the poem which deals with a phase of the
relations between man and woman: "The Story of the Ashes and
the Flame". nere again is a sketch with the psychology of
two types of people oriefiy shown; the always faithful husband
and the fickle, unfaithful wife, who can always get him back.
Many of tnese poems are sonnets or forms which have few lines.
In spite of the fact that they are mere sketches, they show a
precision oi workmanship and tne ability to make implications
which are not obscure. This is a power wnich nobinson pre-
served, and used to greater advantage in later poems. To get
this matter of suggestion or implication out or the way once
and for all in this cnapter, we may say that Robinson, no
matter what line of development his work in character took,
increased his power of implication with few lapses into ob-
scurity until the advent of 'Tristram", as his skIII in tne
use of implication grew, he brought his ideas home more force-
fully to the reader, because his implications get at the imag-
ination and intellect or the reader. He allows the reader
to fill in a character witnin certain outlines which ne lays
down carefully to insure the clarity of his idea.
Robinson had a few main lines along which he developed
his character treatment, ne usually does one of three things-
we may include the sonnets in these categories if we do not
narrow their limits too much. First there is the type of poem
in which the character reveals himself or nerself by solilo-
quizing or talking to someone- without reply in a monologue,
(r
or conversing with someone in s dialogue. Kobinson particular-
ly likes to at ve women ti-.ke part in these monologues and dia-
logues, wotice the development from "The noman and the wife",
which gives us an idea of the character, but not a sufficiently
clear one, because the woman's emotions do not have a chance
to get started. We can see her state of mind as it cnanges,
but it changes in a straight line rather than curving back-
ward and forward. It has the disadvantage--though it is not
glaring unti set up against other munologues--or being broken
into two parts, each a sonnet in lengtn. it is an admirable
feat to be a.ule to crowd two high moments into two sonnets,
but when we look at other monologues which have the unity of
one high moment in the life of the character, we see that here
there is too much compression. In "Tne Clinging Vine" we are
faced with something more complex. vse nave one important
moment, the separation of the woman speaking and her lover or
husband., une central trai^ that of a clinging vine, stands out
in the woman. Her pride will not permit her to hold on to the
man, but in spite of ner protestations, we see her Tish to
retain possession. A particular manifestation or thxs j.s in
her uncomplimentary references to the .other woman. We see
indirectly Lhe man in the case trying to ease himself out
quietly, out he is not succeeding. in the dialogue, "John
Gorham", we see tne oreaK between the two encracters ciearly
enough, from John's labeling her, but we see her more clearly
wnen she convicts herself of vanity and fickleness. xhe
main trait of these women— rather the trait wnich causes their
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trouble-- types them for purposes or the poem. To sum up v/e
can say that Robinson developed his technique of illustrating a
problem or situation by means of having the characters speak
for themselves so that tney may show through their own remarks
what causes this problem—what weakness or too prominent trait
of character causes the difiicult situation which leads to s
some kind of disaster.
Robinson's other lines of development of character treat-
ment were: first, poems liice "Eros Turannos", irnich treats
the psycnclogical complications of emotions and motives of a
character. Second, there is the imaginative expository style
of characterization which Implies more than it states. Ex-
amples of this tyle may be found in "Flummonde" and "Llewellyn
and the Tree". These poems generally have reflective passages
in which the author may or may not draw conclusions. In his
inflections he may see philoso ;hical. possibilities for the
Character's future destiny in action or beyond the grave.
Third, there are poems which are a compromise between the
author's presentation of the characters speaking for them-
selves like "Mr. Flood's Party" and "Old King Cole". In this
last type of poem Robinson is often able to combine skilfully
humor and a quiet unobtrusive pathos. The fourth type is
about historical figures. Now in these five types of poems,
including the type mentioned in the previous paragraph, Robin-
son seldom tells us a complete story. Usually he confromts
us with a dramatic situation and some essential data about
the character, psychological, philosophical, emotional, some
•
incidents etc. '.Vith these tools Robinson manages to suggest
the story of the character, generally having to do with the
character's failure and success in life as a whole or in a
specific situation. These poems are loosely divided into
two classes: dramatic, (monologues and dialogues) or parts
of stories told by the author with the rest filled in by
suggestion with attached reflections. Exceptions can be
found to these classifications, but these are only general.
The last type of poetry to be mentioned here is the
verse narrative. Some of these were mentioned at the begin-
ning of the chapter for purposes of exclusion. However,
three of these verse narratives cannot be overlooked. They
are "Merlin", "Lancelot", and "Tristram", Robinson's three
excursions into the field of the Arthurian Legend.

CHAPTER IV
TREATMENT OF THE ARTHURIAN LEGEND
It seems inevitable that human nature will always make
a mountain out of a molehill. Sometimes it creates an interest-
ing and profitable mountain which does not even contain the
mole. This is true at least in the case of the Arthurian
legend. From the mention of an ordinary Celtic chieftain, who
didn't even have the name of Arthur, in the sixth century Latin
chronicle of Gildas has grown the great body of Arthurian
literature in English, merman, and French. It is not the
purpose of this chapter to give a whole history of Arthurian
literature up to the time of Robinson, but only to give a few
essential facts about it to show how different Robinson's
treatment is from that of most authors who have worked with
the material.
'Yhen Robinson was preparing to work on "Tristram", he
said that it was his intention to give the characters in the
story a chance to act like human beings and not like "denatured
rabbits". He was sick of potions and other outworn devices
which had been used for centuries in the Arthurian stories to
precipitate the characters into situations. This took away the
factor which is important in modern story telling, namely
plausible motivation for the actions of the characters, m
the older stories the characters' wills, passions, and reasons,
were usually made of secondary importance to all kinds of

magic and wizardry which controlled their destinies.
After a lag in interest for over two hundred years in
England, tne Arthurian leg' nd was revived in the nineteenth
century by such men as Tennyson, Arnold, and Swinburne. No
matter what many modern critics think, Tennyson's work in
rehandling the Arthurian material is the most important work
which was done in the lie Id during the nineteenth century.
In poetry, at any rate, Tennyson's "Idylls of the King" was
the most comprehensive work, and the best, in English which
dealt with Arthur and his knights. Before going on to discuss
Tennyson briefly, a word or two must be said about Arnold and
Swinburne. Both of these men were mainly interested in the
story of Tristram. Arnold retains much or the machinery of
a medieval tale in "Tristram and Isolt", and does little or
nothing to create interesting characters. Arnold was too
restrained a poet for the task and not enough of a dramatist.
Swinburne, who was a complete master of making musical poetry,
in "Tristram" succeeded in creating a splendid atmosphere for
the story, thus taking one step in the direction of dramati-
zation, but Swinburne manages, with the exception ol a few
passages in the poem, to obscure the characters in the music
of his poetry.
Keturning to Tennyson, I am not inclined to be as harsh
on the allegory of the idylls as is oestre. ^estre seems
disgusted with the allegory even as a vehicle of some of
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Tennyson's social and moral philosophy. ne seems wrong here,
for the purpose of the allegory is commendable enough. The
trouble is that Tennyson in wishing to point out his ideas in
the moral allegory makes his characters somewhat implausible.
The idea expressed by the allegory seems to be that chastity
as distinguished from celibacy is a great bulwark in the pre-
servation of a given society. This is particularly true in
the case or tne responsible leaders of the state. if these
men and ./omen in positions of social eminence end power are
sexually immoral and give way to their passions, tne other
classes of society will follow this bad example and thus pre-
cipitate other immoralities which will lead to the breakup of
the society. Next, we find that even those people who remain
steadfast to their morals will fail with the rest . The imp-
ortant links in the causal chain which bring about the dissolu-
tion of the .hTLhurian state are: soared, the son born of the
incestuous relationship of Arthur and his sister; Lancelot's
adultery with uuenivere; and naerlin's affair with Vivian. In
fact it is wnile Merlin, the wizard, is away that much of the
undermining of tne state goes on. it may be safe to conclude,
then, that if Merlin had not yielded to the lure of vivian,
the ^rthurlan world might possibly have been saved. That is
only a conjecture, however, about a legendary world. This
idea as an idea does not seem so bad, but as it was worked
out Tennyson made a number of glaring mistakes. un this
ground, perhaps the allegory is not so desirable. 1'he primary
1 Charles Cestre, An introduction to E«a.R. , chapter ±±±
•
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weakness or the work is that many of the characters are too
good and many more too bad. Arthur, for instance, is so good
that he ceases to be human. Arthur is so perfect and cold that
he causes another difficulty. This perfection blurs the fact
of Arthur's partial responsibility in the decay of the state,
it is perhaps true that Arthur is a good man now, but for
purposes of the allegory, it seems only sensible that Arthur's
mistake should be pointed out clearly. it may be true of
course, that Tennyson may not have done this because of his
idealization of ^rthur rtc^llam, wnich would prevent him from
casting any blot on the name of Arthur; or, as poet laureate,
perhaps Tennyson could not emphasize the scandal of the wearer
of the crown.
The next weakness among the characters is that Tennyson
treats the story of merlin and Vivian as if Merlin were a
victim of the wiles of a tnoroughly bad woman. Tnis seems
implausible because it is inconceivable that Merlin, the source
of so much wisdom, could not control bis passions when con-
fronted with the temptations of a woman whom Tennyson pictures
as little better than a harlot.
±n the story of .Lancelot and uuenivere, Lancelot and
o-uenivere are held solely accountable for their actions. It
is true that they bear the large share of the blame for
continuing their affair alter Arthur's marriage to Guenivere,
but Arthus again should be held partly responsible, for he
forced Lancelot to promise that he v/ould brine Buenivere to

Arthur when really Lancelot had seen her first and should have
been allowed to have her. This second mistake of Arthur's
and his incest with nis sister makes his preaching to (iuenivere
wnen she has been found out seem rather ridiculous. One could
hardly expect Arthur to De nappy about his wife's unfaithful-
ness, but trie condescension arid lack of humanity in a man of
Arthur's stature is pathetic and without the sound of truth.
In his version of TriSLram, Tennyson reaches about his lowest
ebb. The affair of Tristram and isolt is treated as a sordid
aftermath to that of Lancelot and ijuemvere. ooth the man and
woman seem to possess nothing but the desire to satisfy tne
animal in themselves. This story breaks one of Aristotle's
soundest rules. This is the rule which tells us that m tra-
gedy no completely bad people make a good tragic subject, for
we expect them to come to a Dad end. Likewise, no thoroughly
good person is a good tragic suDject. rhe supporters of
Tennyson may say tnat the story as he dealt with it was not
meant to be a tragedy, wowever, this objection may be answered
by saying that Tennyson was dealing with the tragedy of a world
in which there were good things and good men and women, out .
certain frailties in these men and '"omen caused the dissolution
of this world. Why then, ir this story of Tristram and Isolt
1*> not a tragedy should Tennyson waste his time on telling
us what wouid be an obvious truth, oovious at least, if we
accept the main propositions which Tennyson is trying to
establish? To sum up this aiscussion of Tennyson's "Idylls"
72.
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we may say th-t too often we are confronted by pure blacks and
pure whites in character, and in the case of the story of Tris-
tram we are faced with something which smells as well as looks
black, .besides, Tennyson wove into his main stories too much
material which had to do with other stories about the Arthurian
material. Too much incidental narrative is not good in poetry
unless one had the genius of nomer. Also magic and chivalry
occupy too great a place in the narratives.
This discussion hafl Dean written solely to point out one
thing. Robinson intended to correct these faults which exist
not only in Tennyson but also in most of the other writers who
handled Arthurian material. Robinson felt thtt if he could get
rid of all the encumbrances which belong traditionally to
Arthurian narratives, he could rework some of the material into
poems with a dramatic kick and characters whose reason and
passions would struggle without the interference of magic,
allegory or any other kind of story-killer.
it is difficult to say just when KODinson's interest in
the Arthurian legend for purposes of writing began, imo doubt
he read Tennyson and Kalory in his youth, and no doubt, with
his knowledge of French and German which he acquired as he grew
older, he read much of the material in these languages. Exactly
whose versions o± the stories he accepted for nis ov:n use 1
cannot say, and notning that 1 know of has oeen written aDout
whose conceptions of the ^rthurian characters may have influen-
ced him. His method of telling the stories is a mucn less
t
conjectural subject.
A few general remarks about treatment may be in order
first. Robinson's primary consideration was compression. He
wished to eliminate as much material as he could which was
incidental. This meant that he had to reduce the number of
stories to those few which seemed to have the possibilities
for the best dramatic poems which he could work out. Also he
seemed to have the added idea that he could convey through thes^
Arthurian characters some forceful studies of reason and pass-
ion at work in individuals, iagedorn feels that in "Merlin",
if not in the other narratives, Robinson had another motive
for writing. Hagedorn quotes one or two selections from Merlin
which talk about the downfall of worlds and the resultant
changes to ne. : worlds. He then proceeds to apply these
speeches in the name of Robinson to Robinson's feelings about
2
the storm which was the World War. This is conjecture. One
can say only that Merlin's faith in a new world which is
better than his own seems to coincide with Robinson's faith
that man's stumbling pilgrimage must have some reason. I do
not think, however, that Robinson's main purpose was to pro-
pogandize his faith in a better world in any of the three
narratives.
Robinson began all three narratives "in medias res", thus
conforming to a rule as old as the "Odyssey". Merlin begins
with two of the knights discussing aff s irs at Camelot and
particularly Merlin's possible return from
-Rroceleande.. It
2 HermannHagedorn, Edwin Arlington Robinson , p. 318
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seems that Arthur has sent for him. We learn of Merlin's so-
journ there with Vivian. After our curiosity has been aroused
by the talk of trouble brewing for Arthur and Merlin's "burial
at Broceleande", as Gawaine calls it, the scene shifts to
Broceleande. Here we learn first-hand of the antecedent action
through Vivian's thoughts. Evidently Merlin h?s gone, promis-
ing to return. When Merlin came to Broceleande, he wss not
greeted with any Bacchanalian rite. Vivian lured him quietly
and royally as the daughter of a king should greet the great
wizard of Camelot. However, Vivian, as Robinson pictures her,
is a woman of sense as well as passion. She knows that in
order to hold Merlin's interest she must display wit and charm
and a passion which has delicacy about it. She entertains
Merlin with music, food, and precious wine. Merlin and Vivian
know that this affair of theirs is doomed, it seems, for Viv-
ian feels that some day Merlin must return to his own world.
Yet she does not try to extract promises from him. Robinson
makes us feel that Vivian loves Merlin sincerely enough, but
that she is never quite wholly his even though he has her.
Our sense of reality is satisfied with this characterization
of Vivian, because it seems only natural that it would take
a wor.an with more than physical attractions to hold Merlin,
ffe feel that the resources of a constantly active mind as well
as beaut,, are necessary to fascinate him. Robinson adds
another touch to Vivian which makes us feel that with all her
charm and wit and aoility to Keen he/ self undeceived about
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Merlin's possible return to Came lot, like most, women she must
have some illusions about her lover. Merlin's beard reminds
her too much of his age, and his robes of the wizard bring
Camelot too close to her. Merlin looks really quite youthful,
but his beard jangles harshly with Vivian. she uses her wit
and charm and appeals to Merlin in a quiet and humorous way
to put off his robes and beard. Without huring his pride or
dignity she manages to be frank about her reasons for the
request, she always holds Meriin because sne gives him little
or no idea of her fears of the future, and treats him plways
as if there would be no change. Vivian's character as reject-
ed in her conduct toward Merlin may be partially described by
a few lines from a poem of xvobinson's called ''Tact'
She spared him tne familiar guile,
So easily achieved,
That only made a man to smile
And lert Him undeceived.
Aware that all imagining
Of more than what she meant
Would urge an end of everything,
ne stayed; and when ne went,
ihey parted with a merry word.
She mmiled a little, knowing well
That he would not remark
The rums of a day that fell
around her in tne dark. 3
Three of these lines and part of a fourth are a good descrip-
tion of part of kerlin s tact, merlin knew one thing about
Vivian's idea of love which was useful to him. as we said
before, vivian Kept up Merlin's interest partly by never being
completely his. However, this strategy served tne purpose
of keeping up Vivian's idea that she was mistress of the
3 E.A.K. , The Three Taverns, p. 35
•
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situation. Merlin was shrewd enough net to deprive her of
this feeling. when merlin, at the request of ^rthur, returns
to C^-nielot he promises Vivian that ne will return, but she
does not force the promise from him. There is no tragic scene
at their leave-taking, and Merlin is left at ease. Vivian
accepts his going because she must, and proves to be almost
a feminine .stoic. Of course all during this love episode
Merlin has told Vivimn at various times th&t she will grow
tired of nim vrhen he begins to look and act like an old mm.
Vivism outs aside tne subject, not really Delleving what he
says, but wandering if he will be tired of her. All through
this part of the poem, we see th&t iweriin is indulging his
pession for a charming and, it seems to me, rather worthy
woman, aowever, he has avoided his responsibilities to the
world which he really built. Therefore, when Arthur's re.quest
comes to him, all nis old reason and responsibilities begin to
struggle with nis passion, tie returns to Came lot, uhus giving
way to his reason. He advises Arthur about his crisis, out
it is really too late for either advice or comfort. In this
episode we see a different Arthur from Tennyson's, ne is more
human, showing himself to be a brave man but a disillusioned
one. rtis hopes are crumbling around him, because of what some
of his knights have done, buL, he things, particularly because
of his own conduct. Modred, the symbol of his sins, is caus-
ing him trouble, and his difficulties with uuenivere complicate
matters. Arthur asks Merlin to remain with hin , but merlin,
f(
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wishing to get away from the catastrophe or the world that he
had built, and longing for Vivian, returns to her. But he is
changed; now he feels and shows ms years. He is haunted by
his responsibilities. His reason tells mm to stay at Cemelot;
his passion for Vivian is tugging at him to return to Brocele-
ande. Vivian feels the change. He is no iongex- hers. She
knows that ne must Jeave her again., vivim must wt»lt for the
tragedy to unfold., for there will be tragedy no matter what
she does.
The struggle oetween the new world with Vivian and the
crumbling, old world of j-.rthur end Gamelpt is futile, but it
must go on. Vivian in her new world represents desirable
change. The old world is slowly being consumed to ashes.
Dome people will Bay that Merlin's choice is simple; he should
choose the new. Here is where nobxnson snows his keeness of
perception. We Jtmow already that merlin has built this world
of Camelot and that most of his life has been spent in looking
after it. m, man cannot easily accept the fact that his work
of a whole life is perishing before nis eyes, wo matter if
he stays with Vivian, he cannot escape the fact that his life
is crumbling behinu nim. It is too late now for him to save
his world, no matter how great his gifts are; but he also knows
that if his world breaks up, he will no longer desire Vivian.
He will not, because he will know that his submission to this
desire, whether it was good or bad, is part of the re? son why
the kingdom of ^rthur is falling. Berlin's sensitive mind

is able to comprenend this Q&iy too uicrrly, out comprehending
it, he is unaole to do anything with nis power of mind to
prevent it. ne feels tnen that nis only course is to return
to perish with his world. Vivian proves herself a strong chart
ter when she accepts her fate graciously, catharsis in the
tragedy is accomplished in the lest scene between iiferlin fc&el
Dagonet. It comes in Merlin's calm acceptance of the tragedy,
and his reflection that change is taking place which will after
a time of chaos "build a new world.
The poem as we have seen is governed by some of the rules
of both epic and tragedy. The poem plunges us into the trouble
of the Arthurian world, We hear about Merlin before we see
aim, and the specula tions about him arouse our interests. Then
we go backward to see Merlin in the new world with Vivian
through Vivian's recollections. This episode accomplished
two things. It characterizes Vivian and Merlin and gives the
illusion of Vivian's waiting. Then we see Merlin in his own
world of Camelot. V/hen he returns to Broceleande, we see
the struggle of Camelot and Broceleande for Merlin and Merlin's
tragedy and return. This is certainly a logically artistic
pattern. Merlin is the focal point of the work at all times,
and thus we have the unity of the central character and unity
of action. The work is dramatic but not overpowering. The
drama is restrained to fit the characters. These people are
not consumed with their passions but charmed and warmed
quietly by them. The love of Merlin and Vivian is dependent

about as much on mind as on emotion. Robinson seems to use
a kind of symbolism to supplement his dramatic scenes. For
instance, Cestre makes a good deal of the different colors
of the gowns in the two important episodes in which we see her
Vivian wears a green gown in the first episode with Merlin,
but when she wears a crimson gown in the next episode at
Broceleande, it seems to imply the change in situation.
"Lancelot" need not detain us for very long, because it
is not as interesting as either "Merlin" or "Tristram". The
best scenes in the poem -re those which take place at Lance-
lot's castle. His illicit passion with Guenivere has finally
brought him Into open conflict with Arthur. The fire of
Lancelot's passion has been partly snuffed out by the burdens
it has imposed ana the selfish tenacity of Guenivere. With
this last blow of war with his king and best friend, Arthur,
Lancelot's reason revolts against his dying passion. He
sees that whether Guenivere' . .vas rightly his or not, she
or her love are not worth a disruption of peace. His love
for Guenivere has tarned to pity. He pities her desperate
clinging to him, for he can no longer return her love.
Again as in"Merlin"the tragedy seems to be that Lancelot's
reason, which reminds him of old loyalties and moral obliga-
tions, has asserted itself too late. Besides, his love for
Guenivere which has brought his troubles no longer exists.
The poem has unity because Robinson concerns himself only
4 Charles Cestre, An Introduction to E.A.R.
,
Chapter III

with the climactic part of Lancelot's story. .Again in this
poem we see the signs that the Arthurian world is crumbling.
In fact this break between Lancelot and Arthur is the conclu-
sive si^n that tne kingdom will fall.
The last of these poems and the best is "Tristram".
Although it is the longest of the three poems, it is, I think
more perfect in its forme 1 arrangement and it sustains the
sympathy and interest of the reader almost constantly. In
many ways it is an exception among Robinson's poems, because
it has a more intense passionate drive than Robinson usually
allowed himself. In another way, however, it is no exception
at all. It shows dga'ln how well Robinson could choose the
best vehicle and manner for his subject,. What better way to
create a tragedy of passion than to make the pa&aions live
in the fiber of the poem itself?
The poem falls into simple formal sections. rirst
comes the quiet beginning in Brittany in which we hear of
Tristram and Isolt of the white hands and &lng Howell, her
father who acts as a sort of chorus with nis comments about
Tristram and the world up north. We are prepared for Tris-
tram's eventual journey zo Brittany by the Knowledge that
isolt loves him and her certainty that some day he will come
to Brittany. Then we are precipitated into tne main action
of the poem as we see Tristram standing near tne parapet
over the sea on the castle in Cornwall. it is the wedding
night or xving Mark and isolt of Ireland. ne see Tristram
I
above the dark, forbidding waters in the mj_dst of his tortured
thoughts, stabbed continually by the snatches or the music of
celebration which come to him, in this episode come the reflec-j
tions or Tristram interrupted by Gouvernail and queen morgan,
the first love dialogue with Isolt of Ireland, their discovery
by >-ndred and Tristram's nearly killing Andred. This is really
a preparation -for the death which overtakes Tristram later.
Then Mark taunts Tristram with the fact that he will always
contrive to keep him away from xsolt. men comes the section
in wnich we see Tristram wandering about and eventually collap-
sing from physical and emotional exhaustion. Then the sojourn
with <4ueen korga.n. following this is the Brittany episode with
the marriage of Tristram and xsolt of the white hands. The
climax of this eoisode is the message brougnt by ijawaine that
MarK: is a prisoner at Lancelot 's castle and Tristram* s depart-
ure. JMext is the second love episode climaxed by the deaths
of the lovers and Mark's speculation on the immortality of
love. 'The final episode is in i^rittany. This last rests the
reader from passion and shows the quiet repose in the atmos-
phere c-nd in xsolt of the white hands for the love that she
has had and can have now only in memory. Perhaps the best
way to continue the discussion or the poem is to say something
about each character both as they are linked up with Tristram
or as tney are contrasts to Tristram or to each other if that
is necessary. Most of the time Tristram has to be kept in
mind, because he is the cnaracter who gives centra lity and
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unity to tne poem.
in his reflections, Tristram is only too painfully con-
scious of the hopelessness of his situation. When he had
killed xsolt's Kinsman in xreiand, pride had for a time super-
seded tne love which seemed inevitable between himself and
isolt. During this interval of weakness for both of them, he
had foolishly promised iving Mark to bring isolt to him for a
bride. Now their love had Dlossomed, and he was torn between
his love and the loyalty he should show to Mark. In his orssion
he hated Mark, lor iviark v/a.o showing the sensual desire of pu
old man. ne wished to possess Isolt 4 s body, and isolt' s love
seemed to matter little, nere nobmson has cleverly managed to
give us ail the necessary details of the antecedent action.
While Tristram is torturing himself with reflections upon
his plight, his friend, uouvemail, comes to him with the
message that Mark desires his presence. Tristram replies iron-
ically taat he is drumc and cannot come, also ne wishes to
know whether after onnging the bride to Mark he must come and
see them together as man and wife, uouver nail, who is a kindly
old man, is disturbed and presses Tristram to give him an ans-
wer for the king. Tristram tells him to say what he likes and
sends him away. boon iristram is interrupted again in his
reverie by Queen Morgan, who is characterized as a stealthy
est and a jealous one too. bhe desires Tristram for herself
and suspects his love for isolt. Tristram, who is' a true
Cuurtly wit, Danters with her ironically enough, but he con-
II
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firms her suspicions of him by coloring his irony v/ith bitter-
ness, brie goes away and soon tsrangwaine and xsolt come. Then
the first dialogue begins, in this scene between the lovers
Tristram is distraught, -but isolt, though passionate, seems
to have a firm hope in the future. she oelieves in their love
even if tney are separate and their love is unfulfilled. The
great reversal in the poem comes when in the second love scene
Tristram is composed and rational and isolt is broken in spirit
and dying of illness and despair. ihen she is afraid and must
be comiorted with love. xn both love episoaes the reader has
a feeling that as deep and passionate as tnis love is, there
is little time and j?ate w<a.its wxth ner shears to cut two
threads. They had to force all their love together into these
two meetings. Between these two short scenes their love must
continue separately, ^fter the deaths of the lovers a sad
and ashamed mark wondered if their love would be consummated
in another world ^nd thus triumph over death. He is not sure,
but he seems to feel th: t it wpuid oe a comrort to nim if
death were not a barrier to the lovers. Two line from "Hill-
crest" are a splendid description of the love of Tristram and
Isolt.
ijOve builds of what Time taKes away,
Till Death itself is less than uhange. 5
Tristi^r regains nis composure in ^rittany. In spite of
his longing for xsolt of Ireland, the quiet, faithful isolt
of urittany restored to aim nis oalance and patience. xhis
5 E.A.R., Tne Man against the Sky , p. 23
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love 01 ners wnich Tristram never could return may seem too
unselfish to many readers, out perhaps if we think of the
oest traits we iaiow oi in woman, sucn love wj.il not seem so
estrange. ..e may contrast the two isolts "by saying that isolt
of Brittany remained strong oecause &ne had Tristram ior ner-
selr for a sno~+ time wi + hout oe±ng molested, ohe loot mm,
but she had ueen able to give some of her love. Isolt of
Ireland, on the other hand, who really had Tristram's love "but
could not take it, was jusl rs strong as Isolt of Brittany at
the beginning of the poem. . She may hrve been much less ratient
in her desires, but who could blame her? She was married to
a man old enough to be her father. She was to be a prisoner.
She showed admirable courage on the brink of her disaster, but
time and too much prison of Mark's bed broke her spirit. She
retained ner love, but illnesc overtook her and the fear of
death, ^ueen Morgan, the other wor-.an in the piece, c?n hardly
be rr-.ted an ideal person. She is very definitely a ty^e. She
has few scr .pies about the tesns she uses to tempt Tristram.
We are led to believe tharfc she, through using Andre d, betrayed
the lovers to Mark. Then later she took advantage of Tristram
•when he was physically too exhausted to care what happened to
him. She does let him go from her castle, not because she
wushes to, but because it would do her no good to keep him.
As he goes, she taunts him, as her only revenge, about the loss
of Isolt.
After Tristram leaves morgan, we see a little more of
G< /
Gouvernail. He. is important because he is a loyal old friend
to Tristram. Gouvernail is philosophical in his comforting,
and encourages Tristram to go to Brittany, for he "believes that
while Tristram's mind is occupied with work, the sorrow of the
loss cf Isolt will not depress him so much.
King Howell and King Mark make en interesting contrast.
Both are aged men, but Mark is afflicted with a doting sensual-
ity and what seems to be an unlovable nature. He is not the
kindly forgiving man whom Wagner pictures in his opera. As
Robinson works out the story, it seems hard that he could be.
At the end of the poem, however, we are inclined to sympathize
with Mark, because he seems such a pitiful old man full of
shame and doubts. He has gained no happiness from his ven-
geance on Tristram by his imprisonment of Isolt.
King Howell, the father of Isolt of Brittany, is a wise
old man who seems to have put away his passions either out of
his wisdom or because his daughter seemed enough to fill up his
affections. There seems some irony in the fact that Howell
should be the father of one Isolt and Mark the husband of the
other. The last scene between Howell and Isolt of the white
hands seems to be a logical follow up of Mark's speech over the
dead lovers. He had been wondering whether love can persist
in spite of death. The persistence of the love cf Isolt of
Brittany in spite of the loss of Tristram seems to be the ans-
wer, and thus the tragedy does not end on a note of realistic
disillusion but of the quiet affirmation of an optimistic
f /
t
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faith in the ideal.
Andred seems a strange character with whom to end a dis-
cussion of Tristram. He is the most repulsive character in the
poem, and perhaps the least worked out. The main motive for
his existence is that he provides a tool which the poet can use
for the treacherous killing of Tristram. His motives are not
dealt with at length. He is jealous of his cousin Tristram "be-
cause of the latter' s physical and mental superiority. Also,
Andred cannot attract the love of women and he hates Tristram
because he can. Besides, Andi-ed is a good tool for ^ueen Mor-
gan. What little we see of him we are repelled by and we hate
his deeds. Whether we should hate him or pity his madness we
cannot be sure, because as we have him he is only a caricature
of a person. However, what we know of him is conjectural and
scattery enough so that we cannot really analyze hi3 character.
Therefore 3 we are not able to tell whether he is completely mad
or whether he is so conscious of his deformity th; t he hates
everyone because of it.
In "Tristram" as in the ether two long Arthurian poems
Robinson was trying to rework tnese stories without c 11 the
magic and mysterious lore which had burdened them for centuries.
He was trying to make the characters live their lives without
the interference of the supernatural. The question is then;
did he accomplish this purpose? Discerning re?- ders and critics
of Robinson answer affirmatively. Human desires and reason
have a chance to v.otpk themselves out to the old conclusions

or endings of the stories without the aid of implausible devices
If Robinson has been able to work out these stories without
the medieval devices— it seems obvious that he has, because
none have appeared in the analysis of the poems—what is his
purpose besides making a good story seem plausible?
In the previous chapter we have seen that Robinson in
treating character was interested in success and failure of
individuals in specific situations or in life as a whole.
"/Vithout telling us the whole story of a. character he tried to
imply the whole tenor of nis life by critically gathering the
essentials of the life and to teach us his faith and his ver-
sion of what success and failure are. Therefore we conclude
thsL the poet had a didactic purpose for writing. it is reason-
able to suppose then that, considering the quality of his
Arthurian poems and the importance which he placed on the
human factor m the narratives rather than tne supernatural,
he had a purpose in these poems.
The purpose is simple but eternally profound, even common-
place if you like. ne shows us people who lived in a world
the social and technical machinery of which was vastly differ-
ent, let the people in this ancient and mythical v,orld strug-
gled with the same universal problems which plague us still.
Furthermore
,
personal problems and public problems seem to be
inextricably tangled. The desires and ideals of an individual
often conflict with tne duty and loyalty he may owe to more
public concerns. Finally, though we see tragedy in this world
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which came before ours, we should realise that tragedies have
happened always but they have not brought the world to complete
destruction. All tnese tragedies in tne Arthurian world
besides being personal disasters, are indications of the break-
up or a world. j.n spite 01 the universal calamity we are im-
pressed that after chaos and storm the world will build again.
Perhaps it will build better than its predecessor. Merlin's
speech whicn expresses faith in a world to come and lsolt
sitting quietly on the shore or orittany with the same 'white
birds always flying" seem to tell us that life, and, more
important, hope and faith in man's meaning and destiny which is
beyond us will continue. .,hen we finish a reading of "Tristram'
we feel sincerely that no tragedy of life is quite great enough
To shut quite out
a cleaving daylight, and a last great calm
Triumphant over shipwreck and all storms. 6
6 E.A.R., "ben Jonson Entertains a Man from Stratford"
,
from The Man /gainst the Sky, pp. 29*46, quoted on pp. 45-46.
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CHAPTER V
AFTER *TOiSThAftlt"
rthen the sun nas reached his full height, he must begin
his downward journey. Kobinson had reached nis writing peak
and climax with "Tristram"
. Anything he wrote after that was
not likely to be as brilliant and moving. This wes made more
certain for two reasons. Robinson, after the completion of
"Tristram'1
,
was suffering from nervous and physical exhaustion.
Besides, he seemed to feel it necessary to continue writing
at an unnecessarily rapid pace. it would seem reasonable to
suppose that now he was financially secure, he could rest and
then write slowly and carefully. However, after he became
financially independent, he feared that he would lost this
security. Therelore, beginning in 1929, Robinson presented
to the world a new volume of poetry every year until l.)J>5 9
when he died. All of these later books except "Nicodemus"
were some kind of narrative. "Nicodemus", which was published
in 1932, was a bock of poems less ambitious in length. This
particular book was a concession to the critics who had
advised rtobinson m harsh terms to go back to writing shorter
poems, which they considered his best mediumwith, of course,
the exception or the Arthurian legends. The "shorter" poems
in this book, nowever, were riddled with the same fault that
is only too evident in all of Robinson's last books. The
poems were too heavily weighted down with the cnar&cters'
vague reflections in the realm of philosophy. Robinson used
-

both the dialogue and the monologue generously in this volume,
but the characters who speak in these poems do not have the
feel of life about them wmch "Lhey nad in tne earlier work.
Tous saint L'ouverture and x once de Leon preach and philoso-
phize tow much. They talk at some length, Dut they reveal
little of their charaver to us. The situation in which they
find themselves does not seem to color their thinking enough,
instead 01 being in the midst of life reacting to a situption
and revealing their character to us, they are near the end
dissipating the dramatic eifect of the poems by reflecting upon
too much of their lives at once. These characters say too
much and reflect and suggest too little, which seems to show
that nODinson was becummg physically and intellectually tired.
He could no longer force himself to chisel a sharp, incisive
phrase.
in the three years before the publication of "iNicodemus",
Robinson had been experimenting with his old familiar philo-
sophy in three long poems. "Cavender 1 s nou$t"se<r.ms to be the
story of a drea,m which Cavender nad in an old house full of
painful memories. ±n this dream he sees the ghost of his wire,
Laramy, who jabs at his conscience because he murdered her.
The difficulty with the poem is that for about two thirds of thjp
poem the reader spends a good deal of time wondering wnether
he has guessed rightly what is supposed to be the story. How-
ever, tne rea.de r finally is aware that the selfish Cavender
has been tormented to the point where he believes that if he
rt
gives Himself up to nay for his crime, he will have won s vic-
tory over himself. Cavender and the ghost which haunts him
talk in the same gloomy tortured idiom, os vender thinks too
much. Ae declaims too much aoout the possibilities which con-
front him ii ne aoes or doesn't confess. ne talks at too much
length aoout nis emotions instead of making a revelation of
them dramatically. Robinson had revealed tnis weakness when
he wrote "Roman rjartholow", in which the characters indulge
in philosophical dialogues.
Again in "The Glory of the Nightingale
S
M Robinson was
trying to approach the oroblem or the rich self-centered man
in another way. teallory, who lost Agatha, the woman he loved,
to Nightingale, is determined to revenge himself on nightingale
ii 3 yoes to nightingale ana is confronted by an ola broken man
who has too touch money. Agatha has been dead for a long time.
She died because of Nightingale's bad treatment. Nightingale
forces Mallory to stay at the point of a gun. The following
day the two men engage in a. tedious dialogue in which Nightin-
gale ...ours out his remorse and self-disgust. Here are two
failures communing with each other like a couple of high priest
of the God of failure. Robinson says nothing new in the poem,
but sets forth many of his old ideas in an unimpressive manner.
This poem as well as "Cavender's House" gives no sense of no-
tion either physical or mental.
"Matthias at the Door" is another tragedy of the self-
centered man. Again the fchar^cters are too much preoccupied
f<
with the philosophical propositions which they are illustrating
and the cryptic and ironic are sometimes used too much. Yet
this time something, is happening. The actual existence of the
living triangle of Matthias, Natalie and Timberlake is for a
little while some improvement over the previous two poems.
Garth's fearful visit to Matthias and his suicide beyond the
door in the rock set up the atmosphere of gloom which permer-tes
the rest of the poem. This door se ids to he a mystical symbol
of the life of oblivion which lies beyond death and this 'world
of dubious success and almost certain failure. Perhaps the
best scene in the poem is the belated love scene between Tim-
berlake and Natalie and the revelation to Matthias that his
wife never loved him. This is not too bad a scene, but we do
not seem well enough prepared for it. We find suddenly that
Timberlake and Natalie have loved each other for years. Because
Matthias saved Timberlake from a fire, Timberlake stepped aside
in gratitude leaving Natalie to Matthias. Natalie accepted
Matthias partly in anger and hurt pride because she thought
Timberlake nc longer wanted her. Matthias had accepted Tim-
ber-lake's unv;ise gratitude without a protest. He seemed to
receive the gift as if it were any ordinary gift. After the
marriage Matthias was not cruel, but Natalie gradually became
another one of his possessions. We get an inkling of this in
what Garth says to Matthias in the first episode, but the
whole thing is not convincing enough, because Natalie, in
deceiving Matthias that she loves him deceives the reader too
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until Timberleke shows up. Natalie dies at the door in the rock
and Matthias find Timber-lake sick and cold out there on a stormy
night. After Timberlake's death, Matthias thinks that the best
way for him to shake off his psin is to go to the door like the
others. '.Then he arrives, he seems to hear a voice which says
in part, "You cannot die, Matthias, until you are born again.
You must be surprised." I suppose that this means that Matthias
must know himself, must be alive to what he is, and then he may
die. It must be revealed to Matthias that he has a spiritual
side. He must find his scul. The symbolism of the door and
the voice and the idea of finding one's soul seem like elements
of mysticism. I have no quarrel with these ideas except that ir
this poem the dramatic is neglected for the mystic. The charac-
terizations are not clear and for a while, until he gets used
to it, the reader is baffled somewhat by the irony, mysticism,
and gloom.. Until Timber-lake appears, the reason for the gloom
is not too clear. There are places in the poem when Robinson
shows flashes of his old power of suggestion.
"Talifer" is a comedy. It may have been influenced by
Meredith's theories of the comic spitit, because the charac-
ters are sophisticated and mentally acute. In this poem there
is not the kind of humor which will cause a belly laugh. The
reader's reaction is a smile or a chuckle. A fascinating
woman of strong intellect had undermined Talifer 1 s affections
for Althea. The go-between, who is a friend of both A lthea
and Talifer-, very cleverly manages to set things to rights
94,
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again by restoring Talifer to Althea. None of the characters
ever shows an impolite amount of pa scion. Even the worried
Althea. seems always well-poised even while it seems that Tal-
ifer is lost to her forevt r. The chief virtue of the poem
lies in the pithy ironic observations of the go-between par-
ticularly in regard to the ordinary psychology of men Find
women in love. Perhaps one of the best ones concerns the two
women. The arbiter says that these two cats 'would not drink
cream from the same saucer.
"Amaranth" puts the dream to use again. A painter dreams
that he is in a strange realm where many other mediocre people
like himself are present. 7/e soon find that all these people
have failed during their lives because they were in the wrong
professions. Pink, the poet, and Evensong, the musician, are
t'.o of the people he meets. Pink is a laughable character who
has written all kinds of weak: insipid verse. Robinson really
seems to satirize him. Perhaps he had someone of his contem-
poraries in mind. Evensong knows he is a failure. He sym-
pathizes with the painter. He tells him that if he can look
into
'
Amaranth 1 s eyes and face the revelation he sees in them,
he can return to his ordinary life, but he will not do the
same thing he has been doing. Amaranth is the revealer. nis
name means, "the flower that never fades". If our painter
fellers while he looks he is liable to disappear mysteriously.
He decides to look into amaranth's eyes, ^fter tnat ne finds
himself somewhere building pumps. However, he slips back
into his old way again and begins to paint badly. Once mure
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he io whisKed ofi to the world or /-maranth with little chance
to get away. Amaranth is not the deity of this world. Rather
he seems to be a symbol or some klnA of truth which flourishes
eternally though it is seldom seen. The painter is finally
given another cnance to try tne world again, and this time
he sticks at building pumps. Earlier, in Chapter II, ''Ama-
ranth" was mentioned because it dealt with the proDiem of fail-
ure wnich is caused because man he- s the wrong vocation. The
method of the poem is not new nor, in this c^se, Ip it success-
ful. Here we have a sort of mystical method. Vve approach the
real world through a world of illusion m which each character
represents a failure in a particular profession or art. We
learn little of the characters of these men and what other
causes might have driven them to their failures. Undoubtedly
it would have been better for Robinson to stick to ree lity
and show us nib mediocre painter suifering the tragedy of his
failure and some motives for his choosing painting. oome
concrete causes for the man's difficulties would not be amiss.
In short, the chief fault of "Amaranth 14 is that it is too
fraught with abstraction and illusion.
,:Kin,_ Jasper", which was published after Robinson's
death, is about the most obscure thing he wrote. it is sup-
posed to be an allegory. Jasper himself seems to represent
ignorance, and nis generation and order in which it lives seems
to be the age of ignorance. Zoa represents nev life and know-
ledge, ignorance had to be here Defore knowledge, but Zoa
represents the advent of young vital beauty and Knowledge, and
r-
consequently a better world. Here we seem to be reversed
from "Amaranth" • She concrete characters <jaspef, tionoria,
Zoa, etc. represent some kind of abstractions. iSome readers
might think that in such a poem they should be able to find
some real human beings plus a reasonably clear allegory of thi
abstract world with wmch the poem is supposed to deal. There
seems to be no compensation for reading the poem.. The real
characters are burdened with too many reflections as in many
of the other long :oems. ihe possible exception is xionona,
who seems human m her preoccupations about her son and her
fears of some disaster. Dome of ner speeches reveal character
She seems like a real woman. />.s for the abstract world, Kob-
inson naa to explain thtt to nis friends and admirers. There
was justification for Robinson's angtr at the critics for
misunderstanding "Ta lifer", but he should not h'?ve protested
to nis friends when they were baffled by "jasper". The world
or abstraction remains in nopeless obscurity unless we read
Robinson's explanation. The poem seems to present the tra-
gedy of an old world and the living signs of a new and better
one. Merlin had spoken some of Robinson's best chosen re-
marks on this subject sometime earlier. This poem, "jasper",
was no doubt intended as the complete unfolding of this phil-
osophical proposition of Robinson's. The failure of the poem
is too apparent.
This brief review of nobmson's last books should be
enough to illustrate that an artist may have a philosophy,
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but .'.hen he lets nis philosophy begin to dominate his art to
the point where he sacrifices clarity, power and imagination,
he had better ciiange his tactics. Robinson in his earlier
work nad ueen able to give us his philosophy more clearly and
dramatically because he brought it uown to reality by means of
either figure of speech or character. However, he began to
fail as a poet when his characters were crushed and obscured
by the philosophy . These late poems are apt to present even
a philosophical fault. The reader must -truKgle to keep the
main philosophical point in mind as he wades through the maze
of reflections around and away from it. Thet>e last poems com-
plete the picture of Robinson's work with character. After
this cursory glance through the whole of his work what c^n we
conclude about him?
r
CriAPTEh VI
CONCLUSION
Cestre calls Robinson's work 8 modern classic. it may
be true that his work is a modern classic, but whether it will
have any pl^ce in the literature which will De read in succeed-
ing feges is something which cannot oe answered conclusively at
present. He can say now that Robinson, along witn rrost,
approached his art with a critical attitude. Writing m an
age when indiscriminate skepticism, pessimism, and experimental-
ism seem to De the dominant forces in art, he was not diverted
or overwhelmed by the age. ne made a conscious effort "-,0 ex-
press himself individually without jeopardizing the soundness
of any poetry ne mxgnt write. Robinson was not afraid of tra-
dition in poetry to tne point t&4 t ne was willing to disown
it entirely, on the otner hand, ne did nut ignore the new ideas
of his contemporaries. It seems obvious from the forms in
which most oi nis poetry is written that at least formally he
did not rind tradition at fault*. The new poetry and the ideas
for nationalistic art which were hurled at us "by Walt Whitman
effected him little. It seemed unnecessary to Robinson to
forsake the rich store of literature which began with Homer
for no'tions the validity of which had not been tested. He was
more interested in trying to seek out some truth which was not
topical or local but universal, and the older forms of poetry
seemed to be as ^ood as any for the expression of the poet's
ideas.
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His attitude toward poetjpy might be called a classical
attitude. This label seems reasonable because Robinson does
not seem to be expressing merely the preoccupations brought
on by his own mental and physical agues. He has tried to sift
human nature critically ?nd present the essences of what he
saw. iVhile he was probing human nature, he was building a
philosophy, the central propositions of which were rel-ted to
the problem of success and failure. In the dramr-tic poems,
the characters who speak for themselves reveal some phase of the
problem of success and failure. If the character reveals him-
self as a failure in a particular situation or in life as a
whole, he doe3 not speak the moral. The traits of his charac-
ter which caused the failure are revealed in what he says in
such a way that the moral which they ter ch is implied. The
other class of Robinson's character poems is more reflective
and less dramatic. The better poems in this classification
deal interestingly with the character's psychology, or appear-
ance, or general attitude and so on, and then Robinson often
attaches reflections which may be implied judgments, or quest-
ions. The weakness of this type of poem is that there may be
too much reflection and not enough character. In the short
character poems, Robinson seldom betrays very much emotion
on his own part. In the dramatic poems, he is unable to do so
and keep them dramatic. In the reflective type, he cannot
befog his reflections with very much emotion or else he makes
the reader skeptical of his reflections. What little he may
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tell us in the reflective poems about the character is often
sympathetically told but not emotionally. He often hides his
emotion and any unnecessary vague general sentiment "by using
irony or a quiet humor.
In his narrative poetry Robinson was successful in only
a few instances, namely the three Arthurian legends. In "Tris-
tram" we have the best example of tragic poetry which Robinson
wrote. We saw in Chapter IV how Robinson was able to drama-
tize these Arthurian characters. He builds up the intensity
of the tragedy to its climax, and, without spoiling the effect,
manages to bring calm to the stage at the end. The weakness
in most of Robinson's narrative poetry, as we saw in the last
chapter, is that it is sometimes too reflective. If the cha-
racters talk too much like people out of Plato's dialogues,
they cease to De characters, and their tragedy and the lesson
it may teach us are invalidated.
Robinson was able to create for himself an interesting
and individual style within the traditional forms of poetry.
His phrasing is precise, and every phrase counts, because it
tells or suggests something to the reader. The word order
and vocabulary are carefully selected, but always preserve
ascetic simplicity. We have spoken before of Robinson's
ability to combine humor and the serious in order to preserve
his emotional balance, but in addition, this ability of the
poet goes a long way toward helping the reader to keep his
own head clear. With these stylistic accomplishments, JKobin-

son was interested in portraying character with traits which
are universally recognized, for these traits will illustrate
most concretely to the largest possible audience any philoso
phical (metaphysical or moral) idea which Robinson wishes to
convey to his reader.
r
EDWIN ARLINGTON ' BOBINSON 1 S TREATMENT CF CriVRaCTER
AN ABSTRACT
The first half of the opening chapter is a brief review
of the leading events in Robinson's life. The rest of the
chapter consists of brief notes about influences on Robinson,
particularly the influences of Browning and. Dickens. The frag-
mentary discussion of poetic influences if followed by comments
on Robinson's imagery and rhetoric. The chapter ends with
the assertion that the philosophy of Robinson must be examined
in order to understand his treatment of character, because
many of his character poems are concrete illustrations of some
phase of a philosophical problem.
The second chapter deals entirely with Robinson's philo-
sophy. The discussion centers around thd poet's philosophy
of success and failure and his faith in a God and a meaning
of the universe wnicn he believes u-od has crested. The discus-
sion or Kobinson's faith begins with comments about the sonnet
"Credo", wnich snows tue poet's grimly holding on to some
£ind of faith in spite or black douots and confusion of mind,
^t the end of the commentary on faith we find that Robinson's
faith nas grown strong enough so tnar he presents his faith
vigorously while attacking determinist s, pessimists, and unbe-
lievers in il The kan against tne sky", it will be found that
in the course of the chapter Robinson's philosophy 01 success
and failure are not completely defined. we find only tnat
spiritual success does not always accompany material success.
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Also the poet seems to think that material and spiritual may go
together, out often material failure is accompanied with spir-
itual success, in the attempt to show what kooinson might con-
sider a successful man x have tried to set up certain require-
ments for that Man which seems to me to oe indicated in. Robin-
son 1 s work. At last we found that Robinson, like Conrad,
found tiiat we cannot always be sure about the success or fail-
ure or an individual. m the realm of social and political
philosophy Robinson seems very skeptical of democracy. To me
his various criticisms of democracy indicate that he favored
an aristocracy of the mind.
rhe third chapter deals with the short character poems,
it begins by excluding certain narrative poems from the dis-
cussion. There follows a short exposition of certain critical
opinions about kobinson's poetry n^ld by Robert Frost and
Charles Cestre. Then b;; illustrations from Children of the
Might it is shown that Robinson presented to his reader most
or the Kinds of character poems in which he was interested
at the very beginning of his poetic career. Then the study
or success and failure through character begins in earnest.
First comes an examination of tne poems which deal With success
and failure in a specific situation, namely, marriage. The
main types of poems found under tniB reading are: 1. poems
in which tne cha.ra cters reveal themselves and their situation
by tneir own speecn--monologues and dialogues^ o t analytical
and reilecLive poems in* which tne characters themselves do not
(I
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speak. Then comes the analysis oi" poems which deal with success
and failure in iiie t s a wnole. These poems are more reflective
wnetner told directly by the author or by tne characters them-
selves. Then there are some illustrations oi nuscelxaneous
Character puoms wnich do not fall under the main heading of the
chapter, finally there is a discussion of nctmson's aevelop-
ment, in the field of character!satIon followed Dy a summary of
the ground, covered m the cnapter.
The fourth chapter begins with a simple statement or «©-
binson 1 s approach to the Arthurian legend. The raults in the
previous handling of the legends which he suugntto correct are
indicated here by short statements aDuUt ^rnold and bwj.nDurne
and a brief analysis of the weaknesses in Tennyson's "idylls of
the Slngw « Then comes a discussion of wieriin" which tries to
show that rtooinson nas ere. ted a pl&usxDle vivi&n plus a unified
narrative* After some brief comments on "Lancelot", there
is an analysis or Kooinson's treatment of "Tristram". rhe
method used in the greater part of analysis is the discussion
or sdngie characters with some comparison and contrast. The
cnapter ends with a summery which brings out the conclusion
that Rooinson has treated the legends in a manner which makes
tnem plausible to modern readers.
The fifth chapter deals briefly with aoblnson's poetry
after tne composition of "Tristram". The late poetry is made
up or lon^ narratives with one exception. Little need be s^id
here about the chapter except that it tries to show the decline
II
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in Robinson 1 s character poetry.
T'he last chapter is an afterthou5ht rather than a con-
clusion, because it seemed to me that 1 had stated most of
my conclusions ft various times in the course of the previous
chapters. The general idea seems to be thc=t nob ins on had s
didactic purpose; ne is able to entertain the reader, and his
poetry at times can evoke an-" "motional reaction.
r
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